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Introduction: Having Fun with AGCK in 5 Minutes 
Welcome to the Arcade Came Constnlction Kit! This manuell will tell 
you how to u>e all the power built into the AGCK .ystem. It is divided 
into two sections: a TUTORIAL SECTION to help you get .tarted, and 
a REFERENCE SECTIO to let you learn all the power of the system. 
But first, let's let YOLI have fun with the games. Ilere's how to start 
having fun in five minutes: 

If YOII walli to start by p/ayillg a gall1e ... turn to page 6 and read PLA Y
ING YOUR FIRST AGCK GAME. This is a great way to start learning 
AGCK. 

If YOIl wallt to start modifying a game to make it play tile way you waul it ... 
turn to page 8 and read MAKE TI lE GAME "LA Y YOUR WAY. 
This is a tutorial designed to give you an easy way to start 
learning how to use the editors to build your own games. 

When YOli re ready to build your first game frolll scratch ... be sure to read 
MIKE LIVESAY'S GAME DESIGN TIPS, 011 page 75. Mike is one of the 
finebt programmers in the business and has been writing arcade and 
action gaines for years. Anyone who wants to be a game designer will 
learn a lot from his special hints on how to use the sy~tem. 

Note: Vve suggest you practice modifying gal1"1cs before you try 
.. "riting one from scratch-it really is the fastest way to learn all the 
power of the system. 

Tile REFERENCE SECTION of this manual, storting on page 15, gives 
you detailed information on all the options of ACCK. Usc it to learn all 
the special powers of ACCK as you grow to become an experienced 
game designer. 

" 

" 
II 
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Introduction: Having Fun with AGCK in 5 Minutes 

We've had a lot of fun working with Mike Livesay to create AGCK for 
y~u. We h.ope you. have lots of fun using it , and thai you and your 
friends enJoy plaYUlg the games you design. 

If you have any comments about AGCK, we'd love to hear them. 
Please write to: 

Arcade Game Construction Kit Comments 
Bmderbund Software 
17 Paul Drive 
San Rafael , California 94903 
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Tutorial Section: Playing Your First AGCK Game 
This chapter of the manual is in a hurry, because we want you to be 
playing a game and having fun in five minutes! Here are the five steps 
you need to take to playa game: 

1. Place the ACCK Disk in your disk drive and type: 

LOAD ".",8,1 
In a few rnomcnts you'll see the AGCK Title Screen and hear the 
theme music. 

2. Press the joystick button and you'll sec the Main Options Menu. 
Use the joystick to move the cursor over the word PLAY and press 
the joystick button. The disk drive will whir for a few mOment~ 
and then a window will appear and ask you to INSERT CAME. 

3. Take out your AGCK Disk, turn it over, and put it into the disk 
drive upside down. You're doing this because the SO-level game 
"Labyrinth Master" is on the back of the disk, rcady for you to 
play. (Note: if you were playing a game on a different disk, this 
is when you'd put that disk in the disk drive). Move the cursor 
over the "OK" in the little window ill1d press the button. The disk 
drive will whir again and then display the game's title screen. 

4. Move the cursor over the word PLAY in the barat the topofthe 
screen and press the button. The game will start, and you're ready 
to experience the power of the Arcade Gil me Construction Kit! 

Note: If you decide to make any change::; to "l<1byrinth Master" you'll 
nC'ed to make a copy of the game from which to work. (See page 8 for 
instructions on making a game disk in the chapter, "Make the Game 
Play Your Way:·) To play the game, you don't need to make a copy 
first. 

i 

Tutorial Section: Playing Your First AGCK Game 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR "LABYRINTH MASTER" 

Labyrinth Master, the game you're about to play, is a game of action 
and adventure set in a very large and very dangerous castle. As the 
player, you portray the Wi.zard, a magician dedicated to the forces of 
good and opposed to all forms of evi l. You also enjoy picking up gold 
and treasures that happen to be lying arOLlIld! 

Use your joystick to control the Wizard. In the first screen of the game 
you're in a largel empty room decp inside the castle. You can leave the 
room by going up, down, right or left. Pressing the joystick button 
ca uses the Wizard to magically throw a fireball in the direction in 
which he's moving. 

Watch o ut for ghosts, monsters and all sorts of ghoulish meanies as 
you wander through the castle. There are trick doors, hidden monsters 
and enough su rprises to fill five horror movies. And every single 
feature was built using AGCK, with no extra programming tricks o r 
added programming. 

If YOll can su rvive aliSO levels of the game you' ll reach the Inner 
Sanctum. Then you'll be ready to go back and take the game apart, 
learn all its secrets, and start changing it to make it play the way you 
want it to play. With ACCK. it's YOII who gets to design the game. 
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Tutorial Section: Make the Game Play Your Way 
This chapter will lead you through aLI the things you need to know to 
change a game to Inake it play the way you want it to play. We'll take 
one of the Sample Games from a Library Disk, make a copy of it, and 
then change it to make the game play differently. We'll also give you 
some ideas on creating new levels of your own, and for each section 
indicate where in this manual you can look for detailed instructions on 
using all the power of AGCK. 

Before we start, you'll need to have a blank disk or one which contains 
files or data you want to erase. Everything else you need is inside the 
AGCK package. 

STEP 1: Copy the Ga me You Want to Modify Onto Your Disk 

A. After booting AGCK (see page 6 for instructions), you'll see 
the title screen. Press the joystick button to go to the Main 
Menu, which offers you the choices of EDITORS, OPTIONS and 
PLA Y. Place the cursor over the OPTIONS menu item and hold 
down the joystick button (don't just press it-you have to hold it 
down); this is called "pulling down" the menu. A set of additional 
choices will appear. Move the cursor over the choice DISK UTILI
TIES and release the joystick button. This "selects" that menu item. 

B. You're now offered the choices CREATE DISK and COPY PARTS. 
Pull down the CREATE DISK menu and select GAME DISK. A 
window will appear and will ask you to INSERT SOURCE. This is 
where you insert the disk you wish to copy. Take Side A of the 
AGCK Library Disk and insert it in the drive, then place the cursor 
over the OK button and press the joystick button. When prompted 
by the program, select the "AGCK TUTORlAL". 

C. The computer will lead you through trading the disks back and 
forth several times to make the copy. DOII't worry if llie process seellls 
to lake a while: you're copying a lot of data a"d the compflter can oflfy 
Imlldle olle cilllllk al a lillie. The TARGET disk it asks for is the blank 
disk onto which you're copying the game; AGCK will format this 
disk for you automatically. The compu ter won't let you copy onto 
the wrong disk. 

Tutorial Section: Make the Game Play Your Way 

D. When the process is complete, place the cursor in the little box in 
the upper left hand corner of the screen (the "done button") and 
press the joystick button. This takes you back to the Main Options 
Menu after asking you to confim1 your choice. The "Fl " key 011 the 
Commodore has the Sc:1me function as choosing the "done button." 

To learn all about placing Actors in levels, turn to page 61. 

To read about creating Actors, turn to page 32. 

To learn about setting up the environment in which the game is 
played, turn to page 26. 

To master the AGCK Sound Editor, turn to page 52. 

STEP 2: Learn the Game and Choose a Level to Edit 

A. We now have a fresh disk and are ready to change the game. If it 
isn't already there, insert the AGCK disk in your disk drive. Pull 
down the EDITORS menu and choose option, LEVEL EDITOR. 
You'll be asked to put in your new GAME DISK so the computer 
can read what's in the game. 

B. You'll see the game screen for the AGCK Tutorial, which shows a 
set of enemy spacecraft at the top of the screen and your lone 
heroic spaceship at the bottom. At the top of the screen are the 
menu choices DISK, EDIT, LEVEL 01, RU and 
QUIT. Your first task is to learn the game, so 
place the cursor over RUN and press the joystick 
button. This allows YOll to test the cu rren t level 
of the ga me you're building. 

C. The enemy spaceships will dance down the 
screen and threaten your cra ft. You ca n shoot 
them by pressing the joystick button. Once 
you've shot all the spacecraft so that the 
screen contains no enemies, the level will 
end and the cursor will reappear. If YOll want to 
end the level \vithout shooting all the enemies, 
just press the space bar. 

I 
I 

I 
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D. Place the cursor over the LEVEL 01 menu item at the top of the 
screen and hold down the button. You'U see several choices 
appear, including 'TO EDIT." This is short for "Level to Edit" and 
is how you load another level. Still holding down the joystick 
button, slide the cursor down to TO EDIT and let go of the button. 

E. A window will appear, labeled SELECT LEVEL, and containing 
the numbers 1-25 and the word MORE. Place the cursor over the 
number "2" and press the joystick button; the number will be 
highlighted. Then place the cursor over the "done button" and 
press the joystick button. This will load in Level 2. 

F. Level 2 is just like Levell, but it points out the key parts of the 
game level, the Sentry Actors, the Player Actor, the Missiles (which 
for the moment are invisible) and the Scenery Blocks. Let's make 
our first change in the game. 

If after completing this tutorial you want to learn all about using the 
Level Editor, turn to page 58. 

STEP 3: Change the Action of the Enemy Spacecraft 

A. Place the cursor over the EDIT menu item and hold down the 
joystick button, then slide the cursor down to the DELETE ACTOR 
menu item and release the joystick button. This makes it so you 
can delete an Actor from this level. and "DEL" appears below the 
CUTsor to remind you this is what you're doing. The Missiles in the 
lower right hand corner will also appear. 

B. Point the cursor at the top enemy spacecraft and press the button. 
The spacecraft will disappear. Press the joystick button again while 
the cursor is anywhere except on top of an Actor and the DEL will 
disappear. 

C. Again place the cursor over the EDIT menu item and hold down 
the joystick button, then slide the cursor down to the ADD ACTOR 
menu item and release the joystick button. (You'll notice that this 
option is now available, where before it had a red background to 
mark it as not active. This is because all seven possible Actors were 
already on screen.) 

Tutorial Section: Make the Game Play Your Way 

D. A window labeled SELECT will appear on the screen, with a 
picture of the Player's Ship and two arrows. (The color will look 
different than it does on the game screen because the window has a 
white background instead of a black background.) Press the arrow 
pointing to the right twice and you'll see the picture of the Enemy 
Ship. 

E. Move the cursor to the little box in the upper left hand corner of 
the SELECT window and press the button. As it will do with any 
window, this "closes" it and makes it go away. (Hitting "F1" on the 
keyboard will do the same thing.> The cursor will now point at 
the Enemy Spacecraft, and YOll Can move it around the screen. 

F. Place the spacecraft wherever you want it on screen: at the top, in 
the middle, anywhere except on top of the Player's Ship (since this 
would kill the Player at the start of every game on this level). When 
you're pleased with its location, press the joystick button. 

G. A window will appear instructing you to TRACE MOVEMENT. 
This is just a reminder to tell you that this is ... "hen you'll be telling 
the Spaceship, a "Sentry Actor," where it should patrol on the 
screen. Press the joystick button to make the window disappear. 
You'll see the cursor pointing to the Actor whose path you're about 
to trace. 

H. Using the joystick, move the Spaceship around the 
screen in the pattern you want it to follow. Press 
the joystick button when you've finished the 
Spaceship's pattern. It can record fairly long and 
complex routes, but if you go farther than it can 
remember before pressing the joystick button it 
will automatically stop recording the path. 

1. A window will come on screen labeled SPEED, 
containing a slider. Adjust the Actor's speed 
with this slider. It will follow its path on screen at 
the selected speed while you choose so you can 
try to time it properly_ When you're done, move 
the cursor to the little box in the upper left hand 
comer of the SPEED window and press the 
button. 

I 
I 

I 
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J. You can repeat steps A-Ion as many of the Spaceships as you 
wish. 

STEP 4: Add Saturn to the Background 

A. Le~s make that plain background more interesting by adding 
Saturn to it. Place the cursor over the EDIT menu and hold down 
the joystick button to pull it down. Still holding down the joystick 
button, move the cursor to EDIT SCENERY, then release the 
joystick button. A window will prompt you to insert the AGCK 
disk; after a few mornents a new menu bar will appear at the top of 
the screen, with the items CLEAR, SELECT, COPY, COLORS and 
DONE. 

B. Move the cursor to the SELECT menu item and press the joystick 
button (or type the "5" key on the keybo.lrd). A window labeled 
SELECT BLOCK (short for "Select Scenery Block") will appear. In 
Row 2, the first four Scenery Blocks are the four parts of the planet, 
the upper left, lower left, upper right and lower right portions (in 
that order). 

C. Place the cursor over the first Scenery Block in row 2 and press the 
joystick button. A black square appears around the Scenery Block 
to indicate it is selected. Move the cursor to the place on the screen 
where you want Saturn to be and press the button. The upper left 
corner of Saturn will appear. Repeat this procedure with the other 
three parts. If you make a mistake, choose the blank Scenery Block 
in the upper left hand corner (row 1, column A), then use it to 
"blank out" your error. 

D. When you're done you can close the SELECT BLOCK window by 
moving the cursor to the small box in the upper left hand corner of 
the screen and pressing the joystick button (or by pressing the F1 
key on the keyboard). If you want to move the SELECT BLOCK 
window around the screen to make a different part of the screen 
visible, place the cursor over the top bar of the window and, while 
holding down the joystick button, move the window with the 
joystick. Both the closing and moving of windows (except those 
too big to move) work this way throughout AGCK. 

Tutorial Section: Make the Game Play Your Way 

STEP 5: Make Some of the Stars Twinkle 

A. Let's give the screen some extra interest by making some stars 
twinkle. Again, choose SELECT to bring up the SELECT BLOCK 
window. We' ll need to make one copy of the "star" Scenery Block 
and one copy of the blank Scenery Block; by switching back and 
forth between these blocks we can make the star appear to twinkle. 
You'll begin the process by first moving the cursor to the star, the 
second Scenery Block in the first row. Press the button to select that 
Scenery Block. 

B. Move the cursor over the DUP (for "duplica te") at the bottom right 
hand corner of the window. Press the button, and DUP will be 
highlighted. Now place the cursor over the Scenery Block just to 
the right of the star and press the joystick button. The star is 
duplicated in that "slot" in the Parts Box. Repeat the process one 
more time to copy the blank Scenery Block (Row 1, Column A) to 
the right of the second star (in Row 1, Column D). You should now 
have the pattern blank-star-star-blank at the start of Row I. 

C. Select the star on the right (Row 1, Column C) with the cursor and 
then place the cursor over the word EDIT and press the joystick 
button. The EDIT BLOCK menu will appear, with a large picture of 
the Scenery Block and a number of different menu items. The 
highlighted choices will indicate that this is a NORMAL and a 
BACKGROUND Scenery Block. 

D. Move the cursor over the word SWITCH, just 
below NORMAL near the center of the window, 
and press the joystick button. This indicates that 
we want to have this Scenery Block switch to 
another Scenery Block on screen. The SWITCH 
BLOCK SPECIAL POWER window will appear, 
wi th more settings. 

E. Move the cursor over the word SWITCH at the right 
center of the window and press the joystick button. 
This is where we select the Scenery Block to which the 
current block will switch. The SELECT BLOCK 
window will appear again; use the joystick to select 
the blank Scenery Block on the right of the star (Row 1, 
Column D) as the new Scenery Block. 

I 
I 
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F. Close the SELECT BLOCK window (via the small box at the upper 
left corner), then look for a slider at the bottom of the window 
labeled DELAY. Adjust it to indicate how much time you want the 
star to be displayed before it blacks oul. Then close each window 
in succession untiJ YOli see the SELECT BLOCK window where 
you started. 

G. Repeat steps C-F, but this time start with the blank Scenery Block 
(Row 1, Column D) and make it switch to the star Scenery Block 
(Row I, Column 0. Make sure the delay you select for this Scen
ery Block is different than for the first one, so the stars won't all 
twinkle at the same time. Again, return to the SELECT BLOCK 
window. 

H. Place 2 or 3 each of the switching star Scenery Block and the 
switching blank scenery block on screen. By using some of each 
(remember, you gave them each different delays) you keep the 
stars frOIl"'! all being off or on at the same time. Now close the SELECf 
BLOCK window. 

l. Use the joystick to select the DONE menu item at the upper right 
hand corner of the screen. When the RUN menu item is again 
available, select it with the joystick. Your stars should be twinkling 
in the background! 

For more ideas on using Switch Scenery Blocks for animation, turn to 
page 71. 

Reference Section: The Disks You'll Use with AGCK 

There arc four different types of disks that can be used or created with 
AGCK. llerc arc the names we'll lise to describe them lhroughout this 
manual. 

AGCK DISK 

Used to boot the AGCK system. Iioids all of the programs and editors 
that make up the AGCK system. 

GAME DISK 

Holds the data for one gam(' of 50 levels. This is where you'll store the 
games you make. All editors can read and write to this disk. The back 
of the AGCK Disk is a Game Disk that holds the SO-level aclion adven
ture "Labyrinth Master". 

Note: AGCK won't allow you to switch Game Disks so that you load 
data from one disk and savc to another. (It Inarks cilch disk you LOAD 
from and only allm·vs the next SAVE to go to that disk.) This is to 
prevent YOll from aCcidentally saving your Actors from "Invasion of 
the Insurance Sal~men" onto YOllr "Math Monsters" disk. To copy 
Parts Boxes from one game to another, usc the DISK UTILITIES in the 
OPTIONS menu on the Main Menu. 

GIFT DISK 

Thb type of disk lets you give your friends a gclmc thM you've 
created with AGCK. It does not require the AGCK progrclm 
and is btlOteti just like any gamc you'd buy in the slore. It 
can be created from either game disks or library disks 
BUT YOLI can' t edit or change anything on a Gift 
Dbk, because the data is packed together in a 
special way 10 save space. It holds onc 
game of 15 levels. 

LIBRARY DISK 

This type of dISk holds three games of 
5 levels each, along with a complete set of 
parts b()x~ for each game. A Library Disk 

C.lOnol be creJ.lcd using the program and none 
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of the editors can read or write to it. It call, however, be used to create 
game or gift disks, and can also be played directly by the Play Game 
option. We created Library Disks as a way to give you the ~ix sample 
games included with AGCK; each side of the Library Disk in the 
package holds three sample games. 

Two otlter importal1t Hotes abollt AGCK disks ... 

Each disk is lD coded so that AGCK can identify it. AGCK always first 
checks the current disk in the drive when accessing information. If the 
disk is not the disk AGCK is looking for, AGCK asks you for the 
correct disk. Any disk read/write errors are also trapped and dis
played when they occur. 

Please note that only the AGCK and Gift disks have a fi le 
directory. If you try to look at the directory of the Game or Library 
disks you will probably get an error. Also note that you should not try 
to save other program files on any of the AGCK disks - this could 
destroy the information on them! 

THE AGCK DISK MENUS 

In (1 11 of the different AGCK editors you'll find a menu item called 
"DISK", which triggers this pull-down menu: 

LOAD Loads a parts box into memory 

SA VE Saves the parts box currently in memory 

CLEAR Clears all data from the current editor (e.g. in the 
Actor Editor, it clears the Actors) 

Each editor can read and write only to Game Disks. It loads its game 
data from the game disk into memory before you start work. Any 
changes made during editing are made only to the data currently in 
memory. No changes are made to the Came Disk. When you exit an 
editor, it asks you to save the changes you've made. If you decide you 
aren't pleased with the changes you've made and want to keep the 
game unchanged, just choose "no" when asked if you want to save 
changes. 

Reference Section: The Disks You'll Use with AGCK 

CAUTION: COPYING DISKS 

We suggest that you do NOT usc "bit copiers" or "fast copy" programs 
to copy your AGCK Game Disks, but instead use the AGCK Disk 
Utilities. AGCK contains its own "Fast" disk routines, although it may 
require more disk swapping than a separate disk copy program. Many 
bit copy programs place data in slightly different places 011 the disk 
when they make a copy, and even very subtle differences (like 1 /1,000 
of an inch) in the location of a single sector may cause the disk drive to 
malfunction. This could cause problems which you might not see for 
two or three hours after you made the copy, and you could lose a lot of 
your work. 
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Reference Section: The AGCK Main Menu 

The ACCK main rncnu is the first screen you see after the Title Screen. 
It offers you the choice of EDITORS, OPTIONS and PLAY. 

EDITORS 

The EDITORS will be covered in later chapters: 

ENVIRONMENT Turn to page 26. 

LEVEL 

ACTOR 

SOUND 

PLAY 

Turn to page 58. 

Turn to page 32. 

Turn to page 52. 

To playa game created with AGCK, select the PLA Y menu item. 
When the program asks you to insert a game disk, insert either a 
game or library disk. If you insert a library disk, you are asked which 
of the three garncs you want to play. 

When the game begins the game's title and author (maybe you!) afe 
displayed along with a copyright notice. Along the menu bar of this 
window are two menu items: 

PLA YERS opens a pull down menu that lets you select the number of 
players (1-4) to play the ga,,,e. 

PLA Y starts the game. 

During game play the following keyboard commands are active: 

R returns you to the play game window 

S toggles the sound on/off 

Space Bar pauses/unpauses the game. 

Reference Section: The AGCK Main Menu 

The scoreboard along the top of the game's screen shows: 

The (urrent player's score 

The all-time top score for thb game 

The number of lives the current player h,ls left 

OPTIONS 

If you select the OPTIONS item from the Main Menu, you'll see th.;. 
options: 

ADJUST CURSOR 

DISK UTILITIES 

AdjU::it the color and speed of the curSOr 

Copy all or part of dbks 

ABOUT AGCK Tells you background information on AGCK 

Adjust Cursor 

When you choose ADJUST CURSOR from the OPTIONS menu, you'll 
see two sliders, one for the cursor color, the other for the cursor speed. 
Changing the cursor color helps make the cursor more visible if you've 
chosen screen colors that make it blend into the background. 

You may find that the cursor in ACCK moves a little too fast or too 
slowly for your taste. The cursor speed slider will adjust this for you. 
Any change is saved to the ACCK dbk and will reJntlin the 5<11"ne until 
you choose to alter it. 

Disk Utilities 

The ACCK Disk Utilities menu lets you create game and gift disks 
(either from galne disks or from library disks) and to copy portions of 
game and library disks to gclll1e 

disks. To open the disk utilities 
window, select the DISK 
!JTll ITIES menu item on the 
OPTIONS pull down menu, 
and sec these menu items: 

CREATE DISK opens a pull 
down menu that lets you create 
game or gift disks, or clear a 
Game Disk. 

MEN 
, 
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COI'Y PARTS opens a pull down menu that lets you copy the various 
parts boxes and levels on a game disk without copying the whole disk. 

Creating A Game Or GiH Oisk and Clearing Games 

To create a game or gift disk you need another game disk or a library 
disk (referred to as the "Source disk") and a blank disk or disk which 
contains data you no longer wish to save (the "Target disk"). The 
target disk doesn't need to be formatted. 

YOLI don' t need to worry about accidentally mixing lip the disks and 

ruining your game. AGCK marks each disk so that if you insert the 
source disk when YOll should insert the target disk, it will prompt you 
to correct your mistake before going OIl. 

If you choose the CREATE DISK menu item, you'll see these options: 

GAME DISK-Create a game (maximum of fifty levels) with parts 
bo,,,,, copied from another game. You' ll need AGCK to play the game. 

GIFT DISK-Create a game (maximum of fifteen levels) with parts 
boxes copied from another game. You won't need AGCK to play the 
game, since the computer program to play it is actually copied onto the 
disk. Thb is a great way to give games to your friends. 

Caution: If you are making a GIFT DISK for a friend, remember that it 
will hold only the first fifteen levels of your game. If the game is a 
"continual" level game (see page 28), make sure that any edges of the 
5creen that would lead to levels of the game higher than Level 15 are 
blocked by walls or other barriers. If an Actor does anything on a Gift 
Disk that causes it to go to a level higher than Level 15, the game will 
(reei'e and the user will have to restart the computer. The easiest way 
to avoid such problems is to use only the 5x10 matrix (or continual
level Gift Disks, and to put walls all along the bottom edges of levels 
11-15 and the top of levels 1-5. 

BLA K GAME-Create a game disk with nothing in any of the parts 
boxes. This is how you'd start a completely new game. Hint: Do this 
only if you find that none of the games included with AGCK have 
Actor~ and Scenery Blocks like those you want for your game. Even 
experienced Game Designers like Mike Livesay wi ll often " ... ork from 

i 

Reference Section: The AGCK Main Menu 

old graphics or code to build their next ne\v game; never feel like the 
game isn ' t origina l just because you used one or more o( the AGCK 
pa rts boxes. 

To begin creating a disk, select the appropriate menu item on the 
Create Disk pull down menu. The program will ask you for source and 
target disk swaps as they are needed. 0 more than seven source/ 
target cycles will be neceSs.1Ty. 

If YOll use a library disk as your source disk, you are asked to select one 
o( the three games as your source game. When creating a gift disk, you 
will also be asked to insert the ACCK disk, since inform.1tion is needed 
from the AGCK disk to create a gift disk. 

Copy Parts 

SCENERY BLOCKS-Copy the Scenery Blocks parts box 

ACTORS-Copy the Actors parts box 

ENVIRONMENT-Copy the Environment game settings 

SOUND EFFECTS-Copy the Sound effects parts box 

LEVELS-Copya series (or a I\) of the levels of the game 

As with creating game disks, your Source disk G'IIl be either a game or 
library disk. If it is a library disk, the program will ask YOll to choose 
the desired game. The Target disk is a lways c1 game disk when you (lrc 
copying parts boxes. 

Caution: If you replace the scenery block or Actor parts boxes on a 
game disk with those of another 
disk, its levels may not run prop
erly and screens may look 
jumbled, since they were created 
using Scenery Blocks and Actors 
from different parts boxes. Copy-

ing parts o( a game works best " 
when you \'\'"nl to make a game 
with similar graphics, but plan to 
start building your levels from 
scratch. 
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Reference Section: 
How to Get Things Done in AGCK 

To tell AGCK what you want to do, you use a joystick to move the 
flashing arrow cursor around the screen and manipulate various 
windows and the items they contain. 

ACCK uses the following kinds of windows and menus: 

PULL DOWN MENUS, which are triggered by selecting menu items. 
They rCJ1"1ain visible only 'Nhile you hold the joystick button down. 

POP UP WINDOWS, which are triggered by selecting menu items. 
They remain visible until you close them by pressing a "done button." 
Only one such window may be "active" at a time, \vhich means that 
even if YOLI have four windows layered on top of each other on screen, 
only the top one will respond to your choices. 

UNAVAILABLE ITEMS are title bars, menus, menu items or sliders 
that have red backgrounds. This is how AGCK let, you know that a 
certain choice isn't available or that you can't add more of something, 
such as more than seven Actors on a screen. 

THE TITLE BAR is the white bar along the top of a window that 
contains the name (the "title") of the window. With a pop-up window 
that doesn't occupy the full screen, YOll can place the cursor over the 
title bar, hold down the joystick button, and "d rag" the window 
around the screen so it doesn't block some screen (lfea you want to see. 
If a window isn't "active" because another window is l~yercd on top of 
it, the title bar has a red background to show you its choices aren't 
available. 

DO'\JE BUTTON. On the left side of the title bar is a small box. This is 
the "Done" button, which closes the window \vhcn you "select" it with 
the cursor. When a window opens, the cursor is automatically placed 
at this box, allowing you to quickly close the window, should you 
change your mind. 

Reference Section: How to Get Things Done in AGCK 

MENU BAR. The yellow bar directly below the title bar is called the 
MENU BAR. It usually holds menu items that trigger pull-down 
menus or other windows. 

A window rnay contain the following items: 

SELECTABLE ITEMS-Words which can be highlighted (selected) to 
indicate w hich features you want in your game. 

SUDERS-On-screen "volume controls" that allow you to adjust 
speeds, colors, etc. 

ENTRY CELLS-Small areas where you can type in text, usually to 
name things for easy reference. 

Selectable Items 

Selectable Items (often just referred to as "menu items") are the most 
common and powerfu l tools you'll use in AGCK. Since AGCI( works 
by allowing you to choose many settings and options from lists of 
possible choices, the ability to scan a list and "pick" one setting is very 
1I !:teftlI. 

To choose a Selectable Item, move the cursor to the item and press the 
joystick button. The item will light up ("highlight") to indica te that you 
have chosen it. On some menus you can repeat the process if YOLI 
change your mind and decide not to choose the itel1'l, and it will go 
back to its normal color. On others, you can 
choose only one item from a list, and 
making a second choice ilutomatically 
cancels YOllr first selection. 

Iioiding down the joystick but
ton lights up any selectable item 
the cursor touches, but only the 
item the cursor is pointing to 
when you release the joystick 
button wiII actually remain 
highlighted and selected. 
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Sl iders 

Sliders are used to set speeds (such as for Actors), time delays (like how 
long an Actor waits before entering the screen), colors and strengths 
(for things like gravity, friction, etc.). You adjust them by holding the 
joystick button down, placing the cursor over the horizontal bar on the 
slider and moving it up and down. The top of the slider is "more", the 
bottom is "less". 

Entry Cells 

Entry cells are used to enter and display text. Select them the same way 
as selectable items. Once you've selected an entry cell you can type in 
text from the keyboard. Press RETURN when you've finished entering 
the text. 

PULLOOWN 

UNAVAILABLE 'TC""-· . 

OO~E III rrr",,,"-'" 

on 
IIIUTIIO -6,n,w 

o 'II~ 
~H~, 

rar UP WIi\OO'W--}-----

""-MENUBAR 

BAR 

Function Keys: Optional Shortcuts to Save You Time 

F ITE\oI 

AGCK allows you to use the computer's function keys to save time and 
keystrokes once you've gotten accustomed to the system. 

Fl closes the current window, and assumes that all the sliders and 
choices in the window are just the way you want them. If there is a "Yes 
or 0" question in the window, hitting Fl is the same as choosing 
"Yes." 

Reference Section: How to Get Things Done in AGCK 

F3 places the cursor on the title bar of the current active window; if 
windows are stacked on top of each other this will always be the 
window on top. 

F5 is useful in the Level Editor, and makes all the menu text stand out 
so it's easier to read. Use this key if you choose screen colors that make 
the text pale or invisible. You can use it to toggle between the colors 
you've actually selected and black text. 
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Reference Section: 
The AGCK Environment Editor 

The Environment Edi tor lets YOLI edit the environment settings of a 
game. These sett ings arc the universal instructions you give the com
puter w hich affect every level of your game. 

Hint: Many of these settings are very powerful, and even small changes 
can radically affect your game! We've noted belmv several settings you 
may not want to change v"ithout careful planning. 

Here's nil old Gallle Desiglle,s trick suggested b.1l Mike Livesay: If .1101' do 
cltnllge tJ,rst' delicale self iflgS, clmflgc IlIrl1l Ollr at n til1le', plnyhlg flte game for 
n while n/la r(Jell clmllge to ~(!e if you like tile 1It!W results . If.'loll adjust ti,e 
St.'ttitlgS nil at Ollce, you ' l/ be like tile cook wlto dml/Ked liw illgn'dit·"ts ill Iti~/ 
Irer recipt.· 011 tilt' snme day: fill' re"II/t5 dOll ' , I'lrase you , and YOIl d01/ '! kmnp 
which dlal/ge made everyfhillS else go wrong. 

At the Main menu, use the Edit pull-dmvn mcnu and choose the 
Environment Editor 

GIII'I: TITL[ LII'VRIMIH III'ISTlR 

.. IITHOR n[Go~¥ HIIP'IPII"O 

-

The Environment Editor Window ha~ these mellu item<=;: 

WORLD DISK MISC 

Reference Section: The AGCK Environment Editor 

You' ll also sec the following information froln the g(1me's title page: 

Game Title-Use the cursor to select this option, then type in a new 
name for your game. 

Author-Type your name in here in the same way. 

DISK opens a pull down menu that contains the standard DISK menu 
items (see page 16 for further information); 

WORLD offers you the following choices: 

SCREEN 

GRAVITY 

JOYSTICK 

INERTIA 

Set up how Ihe screen edges work & basic building 
materials for the screcn edges; these affect what 
happens to Acton; when they reach thl' edge of the 
screen. This is where you can sct lip maps of 
screens that are "atlt1ched" to cach other. 

Set up the direction and strength of gravity. 

Set up how the joyslick will work. 

Determine how inertia will affect the game. 

MISCELLANEOUS is" hodge-podge of different function, that allow 
you to determine how many "lives" the Player has; award an extra 
life; sct whether Actors pass in front of or behind Scenery 
Blocks; determine the color in which the score is . 
displayed; and set the length of time that 
Special Effects Cues last. 
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SCREEN ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS 
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The Screen Environment Settings let you set up a variety of characteris
tics for the screen edges of alllevcis of the game. This allows YOli to 
determine whether an Actor will bounce off the edge of the screen as if 
it hit a trampoline, reappear on the opposite side of the screen, or stop 
in its tracks as it hits a brick wall. 

The two sliders in this window, "FR!" (FRlCTION) and "ELA" (ELAS
TICITY), determine the settings of the building materials of the screen 
edge. (For more information on Building Materials, see page 68.) 

You can also set whether or not an Actor will reflect off the screen 
edge, or "wrap around" the screen to the opposite edge. 

Edge 

WRAP-Actors leaving one side of the screen reappear at the other side. 

REFLECT-Actors regard the edge of the screen as being made of 
Barrier Scenery Blocks, which they can bounce off of, slide along or 
crash into. 

CONTINUAL-Screens are "attached" to each other, and leaving one 
screen automatically takes you to the one which is next to it 011 the 
computer's map. When you select this option a window will appear 
and offer you a choice of what size of map you want to specify. The 
first number is the number of screens wide the map will be; the second 
number tells how many scrccns high the map will be. 

-
Reference Section: The AGCK Environment Editor 

GRAVITY SETTINGS 

The gravity settings in any game are very important, because they let 
you establish the fantasy world in which your game takes place. For an 
outer space shoot-ern-up, you'll use no gravity at all. For a climbing 
game you might have normal gravity from the bottom of the screen. For 
a game where a hurricane is blowing everything to the right of the 
screen you might have gravity come from the right to simulate the 
wind's power. 

The Gravity Settings Window allows you to turn gravity off and on, 
choose its direction and adjust its strength using a slider. If gravity is 
turned off, some options in AGCK arc no longer appropriate and w ill 
be displayed with red backgrounds to indicate they arc not available for 
selection. 

Hint: Be careful when you start adjusting the strength of gravity! It will 
change the speed, movement, jumps and Missile aiming of every Actor, 
so stick with the original settings in the game until you know just \,.'hat 
change you want to make! 

JOYSTICK SETTINGS 

The Joystick settings are three sl id ers that let you set the 
HORJZONTAL strength, VERTICAL strength, and 
button JUMP height that the joystick will have 
on Player Actors during the game. 

Hint: Like gravity, these are settings 
you often won't need to change, and 
HORIZO TAL and VERTICAL can 
have subtle effects on the Player 
Actor that can make the joystick feci 
sluggish or too sensitive during play. 
Don' t change these settings until 
you're sure you want to, and never 
change gravity at the sa me time! 

HORJZONTAL and VERTTCAL both 
adjust the strength of the joystick pushing 
in those directions. If you want to make a 
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game like Space Invaders, where the Player Actor is a spaceship that 
never leaves the bottom of the screen, adjust Ihe VERTICAL slider all 
the way down. This makes it so the joystick can only move the Player 
Actor horizontally from side to side. Doing the same to the HOR1ZON
TAL slider would allow the Player Actor to only move up and down. 
Turning both all the way down means that only the joystick button 
affect, the Player Actor. Each posilion on Ihe JUMP slider equals 8 
pixels of jump height for Player Actors on the screen (provided that 
gravity is 011 , of course). 

INERTIA 

Inside the AGCK system INERTIA ;5 the tendency of an Actor to 
continue going in the direction it wa~ going even after the player stops 
moving it with the joystick or it falls off a building. This is just like 
inertia in real life: when you stop pedaling your bike you still keep 
rolling forward-your inertia keeps you moving. Try playing with these 
~ettings to learn more about 'what the concept of inertia really means! 

If INERTIA is tumed off, Actors will fall straight down when walking 
off barriers. They ca n also jump forward from a stationary position in 
games which have gravity. 

If INERTIA i, turned on, Actors that want to jump forward must first 
get a running o:;tarl. If an Actor runs off a barrier such as a cliff, it will 
continue to move forward in the direction it was running even though 
gravity begins to pull it down. 

MISCELLANEOUS ENVIRONMENT SETIINGS 

This section ha::; a variety of simple settings that allow you to adjust 
various factors in your games. 

EXTRA LIFE-This allows you to determine at which score value you 
will award a bonus life to the player. This is a traditional way to help 
good players continue playing longer. 

Reference Section: The AGCK Environment Editor 

Hi,lt from Mike Livesay: DOII't gil'e lives away t(lO o!ft>II-if mnkt'!:i fhe gallI!' 
too easy. Bllt dOIl't ('ver frustmte lite successful playa. Reward fll{'m ill/til a 
bONUS life I't'gllfarfy as a way vf felfillS file/II they're good players-it lIIt1ke,..; 
thelll fet' i good about themseit't's ... alld about the game. This is t'a.-;;esf 10 d{l with 
Scellery Blocks which are .;;el to ADD LIVES whell ftJ//dft'd b,ll tile Player. 

START L1VES-Choo,e how many lives the player has at the start of the 
game. 

PRIORITY- Determines wh~ther Actors or Scenery Blocks are visible 
when they overlap. ACTORS ABOVE, the usual setting, has Actors in 
front of Scenery Block,. SCENERY ABOVE has the Actors going behind 
the backgrounds. This might be useful in a game where fish and sharks 
hide behind floating masses of o;ca weed , or where underground 
monsters hide inside ca\'t:'s. Scenery Block colors 3 ilnd -l will "hide" 
Actors when you sclect SCENERY ABOVE. 

SCORE COLOR-Choo,e the color in which the score bar d isplays the 
score. The colored block in the window displays the current color. 

F IX CUES-Determines how long Special Effects Cues last. (For more 
information on Special Effects Cues, see page 59.) This t.lls how long 
your Special Effect; last. 

For example, in Pac Man! , where a Special Effect 
is to let Pac MalY" eat the gho::;ts instead of the 
ghosts eating Pac Man ~, you would adjust 
this setting to determine how long 
Pac Man " could chase ghosts before 
the power pill wore off. 

There b a separate slider for each of 
the four Special Effect, Channels, 
"AU, "6", "e" and "0 ". This lets you 
have one specia l effect that lasts for 
only three seconds, while another 
special effect might last ten times 
th,11 long. 
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Reference Section: The AGCK Actor Editor 

Anything that moves around the screen in AGCK is called an Actor. 
Actors can be controlled by the player using the joystick or can be 
controlled by the computer. 

An AGCK game has a parts box of Actors available for use by all levels 
in the game. Each Actor in the parts box consists of a list of graphics 
and Special Powers that describe the way it will look and act when 
used in a level. You, as the game designer, can draw every picture and 
determine everyone of these special powers just by choosing items 
from the lists of options presented by AGCK. 

You can use the Actor Editor to: 

Set the attributes and select the animation for each Actor; 

Create and edit each of the frames for usc in Actor animation se

quences.; 

On the Actor Editor menu bar aTC these two menu items: 

DISK DUP 

DISK lets you load, save, and clear all Actors and animation frames 
currently in memory. 

DUP lets you copy an Actor over another Actor. To duplicate the 
currently selected Actor, select the Actor you wish to copy by moving 
the cursor over its PICTURE (not its name) and then pressing the 
joystick button. A box will appear around the selected Actor. Then 
select the our menu item and then select the Actor "slot" to which 
you wish to copy your Actor by moving the cursor over it and pressing 
the joystick button down. WARNING: The Actor in the slot to which 
you're copying will be erased from the parts box. 

Shortcut: If you select an Actor, then place the cursor over another 
location in the Parts Box (without pressing the joystick button), then hit 
the "0" key on the keyboard, the selected Actor will instantly be 
copied over the Actor to which the cursor is pointing. This allows you 
to make many copies of an Actor quickly. 

1 
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Reference Section: The AGCK Actor Editor 

To cdllcel duplication, ~elect OUP aga1l1 without selecting an Actor 
"slor' to copy to. 

Editing Actors 

To edit an Actor, use the joystick to select its AME (not Its picture) 
and press the Joystick button. This displays the Edit Actor Window and 
these two menu Items: 

ANIMATlOl\ CLEAR 

ANIMATION dbplays the A>sign Animation Window (see Animation 
section beginning on page ~5) . 

CLEAR clears the current Actor's animation sequences and Special 
Powers. 

In the upper left corner oi the Edit Actor Window is the Actor's Name 
cell. Use thi~ to assign a name to an Actor for easy reference. The name 
has no effeet on an Actor' s behavior. 

To the right is the MaAimulTI Speed setting slider. This sets the maxi
mum speed the Actor can travel on screen. WARNING: This slider 
setting should normally stay in the middle of its range. Placing it higher 
can u!>t! up more computer time and slow down the rest of the garne, as 
well as throwing your AGCK joystick settings and 
attract/ repel strengths out of balance. Once 
you' re used to playing with AGCK you 
can experiment With thb slider to see 
what happens. 
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ACTOR TYPES 

Below the Actor Name are the Actor Type menu items. 

PLA YER ACTOR The player's character, joy;tick-controlled 

DRONE ACTOR 

'v1ISSILE 

SENTRY ACTOR 

COMPUTER ACTOR 

An Actor who always travels in 1 direction 

Anything shootable: Bullets, missiles, 
arrows 

This Actor nlways traces a path you choose 

Actors who "think" and chase the player 

Across the bottom of the window Jrc the different Special Powers menu 
items. E,lCh opens a different pop-up window, containing related 
Spcciill Powers settings and sliders. 

Player Actors 

The Player Actor's movement is controlled by the player's joystick. You 
can have more than one Player Actor on screen at a time; all will re
spond to the joystick's movement. (Also, a player's "life" isn't over until 
nil the Player Actors die.) The Button settings control the way the Actor 
responds to the pressing of the joystick button. When you select that ,1n 
Actor will be a Player Actor the following button setting choices appear: 

OFF causes the Actor to ignore the joystick button. 

JUMP causes the Actor (if gravity is present) to jump \'vhen the joystick 
button is pres;ed. 

Reference Section: The AGCK Actor Editor 

SHOOT causes the Actor to shoot a missile \"rhen the button is pressed. 
The editor will ask you to choose the direction in which to ain .. the 
missile; the choices are the same as those described on page 70 for Scen
ery Blocks that fire missiles. Actors may also be set to fire missiles FOR
WARD, which shoots the missile ill the same direction that the player is 
moving. 

The FALL slider sets the maximum distance that the player Actor may 
fall without being killed. If you set it high, the player may fall off high 
ladders without being hu rt; if YOLI set it low even the slightest fall w ill 
kill the player. 

Drone Actors 

Drone Actors are the simplest kind of Actors. They have no intelligence 
and just move in a straight line up and down or left and right, affected 
only by gravity, Scenery Blocks which block, attract or repel them. A 
vulture that regula rly flies across the top of the screen threatening the 
player could be a Drone Actor, since it only needs to move in a straight 
line. When you select that an Actor will be a Drone Actor, you are asked 
to choose the direction in which it will move when it first appears. 

Missile Actors 

We usually refer to Missile Actors simply as "Missiles", because that's 
the easiest way to think of them. Missi les are anything that 
any Actor shoots: bullets, missile!:o, arrows, 
cannonballs, daggers, etc. Or in (I sports 
game a missile could be a golf ball or" bnseball. 

You choose the Missile's aim at the time 
you create the Actor or Scenery Block 
that shoots it. 

When a missile Actor is added to a level 
in the Level Editor it is kept in a certain 
type of list, called a "queue" (pro
nounced "cue"" like the stick you use to 
play pool'). The queue has to hold as 
many missiles as you want the Actor to 
be able to fire at once: if you v.'a nt to 
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allow two bullets to be on screen at once, you have to put two bullets 
in the queue on screen. 

IMPORTANT: The REBIRTH setting of the Missile must be turned on; 
if you don' t do this the Missile will only be fired once on each level 
and then the gun (or bow and arrow or whatever) \.von't work. See 
page 39 for more information on the REBIRTH setting. 

The Player Actor has one queue and all the other Actors share another; 
when you choose a missile as "PLA YER SIIOOTABLE" or "OTHER 
SHOOTABLE" you choose which queue the missile will occupy. This 
keeps the Player and opponents from trying to shoot the same bullets, 
etc. at the same time. 

Place enough missiles in the game to make your game level fUll, but 
remember you can have only seven Actors on screen at once and the 
Missiles in the queues aU COWlt as Actors~ If you use two missiles each 
for the Player and the computer, that leaves room for only the Player 
Actor and two other Actorb on screen. 

Missiles are different from all other Actors in that they die when they 
bump into barrier blocks (unless the DIE ON BARRIER option is 
disabled, which allows you to ricochet missiles off of barriers), collide 
with an Actor or touch the edge of the screen. 

Sentry Actors , Elevators, Sliding Walls & Moving Platforms 

Sentry Actors do just what their name sugg~ts: they move along a 
p,1th you choose for them, "guarding" that space. Thb makes them 
great guards for evil castles, or giant rats that search an area for food. 

Sentry Actors also have a second important ability: they can move 
Actors who touch them. This allows you to use them as elevators, 
sliding walls, moving platforms or anything less that moves the player 
or swings into and out of the player's way. 

When you select that an Actor will be a Sentry Actor, you're given the 
foHowing choices: 

BACKGROUND The Actors aren't moved by the Sentry Actor 

Reference Section: The AGCK Actor Editor 

BARRIER The Sentry Actor can move other Actors. 
Gravity must be turned on for this effect to 
work. If a Sentry Actor can act as a BARRIER 
it has the same Building Materials characteris
tics (FRICTION and ELASTICITY) as a Barrier 
Scenery Block. See page 68 for a summary of 
how these Building Materials work. 

The Sentry Actor's path is determined by the pattern you trace for it in 
the Level Editor when you actually place the Actor on screen. This 
means that the one Sentry Actor you create in the AGCK Actor Editor 
might appear in five different places in each of fifty different levels in a 
game, and you could make every one of those 250 Scntry Actors move 
in a different pattern! 

Sentry Actors ignore all scenery block collisions, so you can't make 
them react to barriers, deadly Scenery Blocks, etc. 

Computer Actors 

Computer Actors are the most complex of all non-player Actors, 
because they think for themselves and actually chase the player on 
screen. 

The Computer Actor's movement is controlled by internal "a rtificial in
telligence" logic, which causes the computer Actor to follow and "hol11e 
in" on the nearest player Actor. The computer actually 
uses different algorithms to control the computer 
Actor, depending on the kind of game you 
design. You adjust the IQ of Computer 
Actors and the kind of strategy it will 
us-e through a window which opens 
when you select that an Actor will 
be a Computer Actor. 

If the game has gravity, the computer 
will automatically choose the right 
kind of strategy for the computer op
ponent to chase the player. In games 
without gravity the MAZE strategy 
will \vork best where there are lots of 
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walls and obstacles. In other kinds of games the OPEN strategy works 
best, since it runs faster by not thinking about how to get past barriers. 

Hint: Since Computer Actors, with their sophisticated intelligence, use 
up more of the computer's power than other Actors, using too many of 
them on screen at once can slow down game play. To avoid this, use 
Drone Actors, Sentry Actors and Scenery Blocks that shoot Missiles at 
the player to create most of your game level's dangers. Then you can 
add a Computer Actor to chase the player and force them to stay on the 
run. 

ACTOR POWER SPECIAL SETTINGS 
Actors have various Special Power Settings that determine how an 
Actor will move when it "dies", what kind of a'wards it will give when 
the player touches or kills it and whether or not it will trigger the end 
of the level when touched or killed. 

Death 

Selecting this menu item displays the gruesomely named Actor Death 
Window, which contains the following choices: 

DEATH MOVEMENT 

DIE STUNNED 

DIE FALLING 

BOTH 

Causes Actor to freeze when it is killed 

Actor falls off of the screen when killed 

Actor freezes, then falls off screen when killed 

END OF LEVEL (See page 73 for more information.) 

NORMAL-The Actor doesn't trigger the END OF LEVEL when it dies. 
This is the normal setting. 

COUNTDOWN-Actor "counts down" (subtracts 1 from) the END OF 
LEVEL counter when it dies. See page 74 for an explanation of how 
COUNTDOWN works. Caution: Never set the Player Actor to 
COUNTDOWN unless you're using the MUTATE Special Power to 
have more than one kind of Player Actor. 

Reference Sect ion: The AGCK Actor Editor 

END LEVEL-The Actor triggers the END OF LEVEL when it dies. If 
you choose this you'll be asked to choose which level of the game the 
player should go to next. Use the "+" and "-" buttons on the screen to 
move through the level numbers till you've reached the next level you 
want. This allows you to send the player back one level, up one level, 
back to the first level, etc. "NEXT" will send you to the next level in nu
mericalorder. 

REBIRTH-This setting chooses whether or not the Actor will return to 
the screen after it is killed. If your Actors keep disappearing on you, 
this setting is probably turned off! 

MUTATE-When you select this option, the Actor doesn't really die, it 
turns into another Actor. You'll be shmvn a window with arrows to 
allow you to choose thc Actor into which you want this Actor to 
change. You could use this option to create a monster that grew or 
changed form every time YOLI shot it, or to change a frog into a prince 
after it's touched by a Good Fairy. 

Note: Missiles and Sentry Actors CAN'T mutate, so this option will not 
be available for thcm. You also can't turn a different kind of Actor into 
a Missile or a Sentry Actor, so the Missiles and Sentry Actors won't be 
available when you choose a new form for your mutated creature. 

Caution: If YOfl have a game tlmt cha1lges a 
prillCt! illto a frog, thell YOII cJmllge YOllr 
mind al/d replace fhe frog 'with flIi arrQi./} 
which is a Missile, YOIl'Il have to cJrflltge the 
gallle so file prillce doesl/'f try to tllrn illfo 
the arrow. (Remember, you eflll'f mutate all 

Aclor il1to n Missile or Sel/try Actor.) If yOI/ 

aOll'f make tltis c1wlIge fhe gal1l(, 1Oi/f try to 
change tlte prince ill to all arrow alia may 
maltlmelioll wlIell played. The player may 
thelllleed to rebuot the computer to co/ifillIle. 
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AWARD 

AWARD POINTS-Award or subtract points when Actor dies 

AWARD LIVES-Award or subtract lives when Actor dies 

Collision 
There are two types of collisions that may occur during game play: 

Actor-to-Actor 

Actor-to-Scencry Block 

T,'\'o Actors touch each other 
An Actor touches a Scenery Block 

The lvay that an Actor reacts when it collides with other Actors and the 
types of Scenery Blocks it recognizes or ignores can be selected with its 
Collio;ion settings. 

When YOll choose the COLLISION menu item you see the following 
window options: 

ACTOR 

KILL 'JONE 

KILL OTI IER 

KILL PLAYFR 

KILL ALL 

INVINCIBLE 

SCENERY 

BARRJER 

DEADLY 

TELEPORT 

LADDER 

Entrance 

The Actor kills nothing it touches 

Kills all non-player Actors it touches 

The Actor kills all Player Actors it touches 

The Actor kills any other Actor it tOllche<i 

The Actor kills all others and cannot die 

The Actor can' t cross Barrier Scenerv Blocks 

The Actor is killed by Deadly Scenery Blocks 

The Actor is teleported by Teleport Blocks 

The Actor can climb Ladder Scenery Blocks 

The Level Fntry settings describe: 

Where an Actor enters a level for the first time 

When an Actor enters a level for the first time 

Whether or not an Actor re-enter..;; a level after death 

[ 
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When you choose the ENTRANCE menu item you see the following 
windo\v options: 

IMMEDJA TELY-Actor appears on screen immediately after the start of 
the level. 

AFfER DELAY-Causes an Actor to appear on screen after a delay, the 
length of which you adjust with a slider labeled DL Y. 

AFfER RANOOM-Causes an Actor to appear on screen after a T(lndom 
delay. 

REBIRTH DLY- Determines the delay in an Actor's rebirth (if the Actor 
is reborn at all) after death. 

CUED ENTRY- The Actor will wait for a Special Effects Cue before 
entering the screen. This allows you to have the bear enter the screen 
after you steal its honey, or make the dragon enter after you destroy the 
gate to its castle. AGCK will bring up a window to ask you which cue 
(channel "A", "8", "e" or "D") the Actor will wait for. 

ORIGINAL LOC-Causes an Actor to appear at the san1C tarting 
location on screen you chose for its position in the Level Editor. 

RANDOM LOC-Causes an Actor to appear at a randomly selected 
location at the start of a level. When randomly 
placing an Actor on a level, AGCK tries to 
place it over background Scenery Blocks, 
if possible, rather than over deadly or 
barrier Scenery Blocks. . 

Auto Shoot 
Actors can be set to shoot missiles auto
matically, and you can choose both the 
rate at which they fire and the direction 
in which they aim. This is a feature you' ll 
use often for Actors who trv to kill the 
player. ~ 

: ... 
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When you choose the AUTO SHOOT menu item you see the following 
window options: 

ENABLED 

DISABLED 

Turns on the Actor's automatic missi le firing 

Turns off the Actor's automatic missi le firing 

MISSILE AIM sets the aim of the missile Actor that is shot. The direc
tion choices are the same as those used by player Actors to shoot 
missiles when the joystick button is pressed. See page 70 for a descrip
tion of aiming Missiles. 

FRQ (FrC<luency) slider-Adjusting this slider sets the frequency with 
which the Actor will fire missiles. 

FIX (Special Effects) Scripts 

Actors receive cues (and therefore can have Scripts for) Special Effects 
channels" AU and "B". Actors send cues 011 connection channels "e" 
and "0". This is different from Scenery Blocks, which buth send and 
receive ClIes on <III four channels. (See page 58 (or a discussion of how 
Special Effect!;, Cues, Scripts and Phone Channels all work). 

The "A Script" and "B Script" settings for each Actor describe the way 
the Actor will respond while it's receiving a cue. You can select one, 
several or none of the possible scripts for each channel. The Actor wiJI 
act oul its script only while it's actually receiving its cue. To make the 
cues last a longer or shorter time, see page 31 for instructions on using 
the Environment Editor. 

( 

, 
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FIX 

A Script and B Script 

MUTATE-When you select this option, the Actor turns into another 
Actor. You'll be shown a window with arrows to allow you to choose 
the Actor into which you want this Actor to change. 

Note: Missiles and Sentry Actors CAN'T mutate, so this option will not 
be available for them. You also can't turn a different kind of Actor into a 
Missile or a Sentry Actor, so the Missiles and Sentry Actors won't be 
available when you choose a new form for your mutated creature. 

Unlike the use of MUTATE as a setting for what happens when an 
Actor dies, when you use this option as a Special Effect, you can select 
whether the change is temporary or permanent. If you 5{"Icct the TMP 
menu item in the MUTATE window, the mutation will last only as long 
as the Cue is being sent on the selected channel, and the Actor will 
rehlrn to its old form after the Cue is over. If you don't select this 
option, the change will be permanent on this level. If the Actor appears 
on any other levels of your game, it \.-vill NOT be changed by the MU
TATE on this level. 

INVINCIBLE-For the duration of the Cue, the Actor can't be killed by 
anyone or anything, and will kill all other Actors \·vhich it touches 
(except those which are themselves invincible). 

FREEZE-Makes an Actor stand still as 
long as the cue is being received. 

NO SHOOT-Stops the Actor from shoot
ing Missiles if it was set up to be shooting 
them. 

REV BUTN (REVERSE BUTTON}-Thi, 
option is available for Player Actors only. 
If you chose to have the joystick button 
make the Player jump, this option will (for 
as long as the Cue is being sent) cause the 
joystick button to fire a missile. If you set 
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the joystick button to fire a missile, it will now cause the Player Actor 
to jump. Ca ution: Make sure you have added a missile to every level 
where you'll use this option for the Actor to shoot ir you're using this 
to make the Actor fire missiles. Otherwise the Player will press the 
joystick button and nothing will happen! 

Cue C and Cue 0 

OFF-When this item is selected, the Actor never sends out any cues. 

DEATII-The Actor sends out a cue on the channel you choose when it 
dies. 

ENTRANCE-The Actor sends out a cue on the channel you choose 
whenever it enters the screen. 

BOUNCE-The Actor sends out a cue whenever it hits the edge of the 
screen or a Barrier Scenery Block. 

Sound 

The Sound Effect settings define what sound effects are triggered when 
an Actor docs certain things. You can always leave each setting turned 
to "OFF" if you don't want any sound effect tied to that action. 

BOUNCE-Select the sound for when this Actor hits a barrier or touches 
the edge of the screen. 

DEATII-The sound to play when this Actor dies. 

ENTRANCE-The sound to play whenever this Actor enters the screen. 

JUMP- The sound to play whenever the Player jumps. Note that only 
the Player can jump, so only a Player Actor can trigger this sound. 
Jumping is possible only when gravity is turnC'd on. 

FALL-The sound to play when this Actor falls. This also is possible 
only for Player Actors and Computer Actors. Falling is possible only 
when gravity is turned on. 

I 

~, 
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MOVE-The sound to play each time this Actor moves (~uch as the roar 
of a tank's engines, etc.) 

To select a sound effect, move the cursor to the name of the Actor 
Action on the left. Holding down joystick button cycles through the 
names of aU the available sound effects. Release the button when the 
sound effect name you want appear~ to the right of the Actor Action. 

Animation 

Select the ANIMA TION menu item on the Edit Actor Window to use 
the Assign Animation Window, which lets YOLI assign animation 
sequences to each of the Actor's possible movements. This is where 
you'll create all the exciting action graphics for your games. 

In AGCK, an Actor may move in anyone of the follo\.\'ing ten 
ways: 

Stand 

Left 

Right 

Up 

Down 

Jump (Player Actors Only) 

Jump Left (Player Actors Only) 

Jump Right (Player Actors Only) 

Fall (Player and Computer Actor> Only 
Hit 

You can choose a different animation, 
each with its own number of frames, for 
each of these ten ways (for a Player 
Actor) or six ways (for any other Actor). 
You can draw the player standing still , 
running in each direction, climbing up 
and down (for when the Actor is on lad
ders), jumping, falling and even a 
special graphic for when the character is 
hit by an enemy and dies. 
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In the rniddle of the window are the names of the possible movements, 
each with a picture of the first position of its currently assigned anima
tion sequence. The movement names in green are available for lise by 
the Actor. The movement names in red are not used-this is how AGCK 
reminds you that Actors who aren't Player Actors can't jump. 

1I~~lt~ A.!""'"~" ... 
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If gravity is not turned on, JUMPS and FALL are not a \'ailable to 
Actors. 

If you move the cursor over a picture on this window and press the 
joystick button it will animate to show you what the current animation 
looks like. 

To change the animation, select the NAME (not the picture) of the 
movement you want to change. This opens the Edit Animation Win
dow, which lets you edit the Actor's animation sequence. 

To duplicate an Animation Sequence, select the Animation Sequence 
you wish to copy. Then use the cursor to select OUP from the menu bar 
at the top of the window, and press the joystick button. Finally, use the 
cursor to select the movement to which you want to copy the Anima
tion Sequence and press the joystick button. 

Shortcut: If you select an Animation Sequence, then place the cursor 
over another movement in the Parts Box (without pressing the joystick 
button), then hit the "0" key on the keyboard, the selected Animation 
Sequence will instantly be copied over the Animation Sequence to 
which the cursor is pointing. This allows you to make many copies of 
an Animation Sequence quickly. 

Reference Section: The AGCK Actor Editor 

Edit Animation Window 

After you select the desired animated movement, you'll see the Edit 
Animation Window. This lets you edit the rnovemen l's animation 
sequence: 

FRAMES--A slider allows you to use 1 to 8 animation frames to give the 
impression of movement 

COLOR 4--Allows you to adjust the unique "COLOR~" for this mo\'e
ment. 

SPEED-Sets the speed at which the image will animate (not the speed 
at which the Actor will move). 

This window also lets you view the animation in stationary and moving 
form. On the window's menu bar are two menu items: 

TYPE CLEAR 

TYPE offers the followi ng options: 

ONCE- The Aclor will go through the animation sequence once each 
time this particular movement is ca lled for. This is most commonly 
used for things like when the Actor jurnps or is hit and you on ly want it 
to go through its action once. 

REPEAT- This is the most comrnon 
setting. It tells the Actor to replay its 
animation sequence over and over again 
so that it walks, runs or climbs naturally. 

ALTERNATE-This feature is actually a 
trick to allow you to have '16-frame 
animations using only 8 frames. When 
this option is selected, the Actor is 
displayed first as frames 1-8 in the usual 
order, then as frames 8-1 in reverse 
order, then as 1-8, etc. For act ions that 
repeat themselves naturally, such as 
jumping up and down, this will give a 
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very smooth-looking effect. You only have to draw 8 frames of the 
Actor jumping up, and the cornputer will automatically show the 
frames in reverse to show the Actor coming down again. 

CLEAR--clear& the animatlon sequence so it contains only copies of 
frame (l,A), which is always blank. 

Below these menu items arc eight frames numbered 1 - 8. These are the 
frame slots that make up the animation sequence and are "flipped" in 
order to create animation. A lit frame number indicates the last frame 
in the sequence. 

Directly below the frames is the actual animation, in stationary and 
moving form 

All About Fra mes 

An animation b a group of still pictures, called Frames, that are flipped 
through in a preset order at a preset speed to achieve animation. 
You've probably played with books of pictures which, if you flipped 
through them, turned into a short movie. Computer animation works 
the SHine way. 

The frame IS the basic building block of an animation and is nothing 
more than a single picture built of colored dots (the dots are called 
"pixels"). An AGCK game ha, a parts box of frames that is shared by 
all of the Actors in the Actors parts box. You can create or edit each 
frame to create custom Actor graphics. 

Frames are a 12>.16 matrix of pixels. Each pixel tnay be one of four 
colors: 

Color 1 is alwayf:. transparent 

Colors 2 and 3 are shared by all frames and are chosen from a palette 
of 16 colors 

Color 4 is selected individually for ea h arumated movement and is 
chosen from a palette of 8 colors 

Reference Section: The AGCK Actor Editor 

Select Frame Window 

AGCK lets you select frames one by one to build animcltions, clnd 
allows you to edit the graphic~ of any of the frames in the frame parts 
box (except for frame 1-A, which is always blank). To do thiS, select the 
poSition number of one of the frame slots on the Edit Animation 
Window. This opens the Select Frame Window, which lets you select 
one of the frames in the frame parts box for inclusion in the sequence or 
for editing. On this window's menu bar are the menu items: 

EDIT COLORS 

EDIT opens the Edit Frame Window for the ,elected frame so you can 
create or change its picture. Typing the "E" key on the keyboard has 
the same effect as selecting this item. 

Below the EDIT menu item on the Select Frame Window is a rectangle 
displaying a portion of the frames in the frame parts box. On the right 
of the window are two arrows and a DUP (Duplication) ITlenu item. 
The arrows are used to scroll the frames in the part> box back and forth 
so you can see them all. 

Below the arrows is a display of the currently ,elected frame. Select the 
frame YOll want to edit by moving the cursor Dv('r it and pressing the 
joystick button; a box will appear around the ,el ... tc.J frame. Move the 
cursor over the DONE menu item to return to the Edit Animation 
WIndow. The frame you &dected in the Select Frame 
Willdow will nO\l\' be visiblE" in the slot you had 
~elected in the Edit Animation Window. 

The our butlOn is used to duplicate the 
selected frame into a new location in the 
Parts Box. To duplicate an Animation 
Frame, select the Frame you wish to 
copy Then use the cursor to select our 
from the menu bar at the top of the 
window, and press the joystick button. 
Finally, u:,c the cursor to select the 
location in the Parts Box to whIch you 
want to copy the Animation Frame and 
press the juystick button. 
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Shortcut: If you select an Animation Frame, then place the cursor over 
another location in the Parts Box (without pressing the joystick button), 
then hit the "D" key on the keyboard, the selccted Frame will instantly 
be copied over the Animation Frame to which the cursor is pointing. 
This allows you to make many copies of a Frame quickly. 

COLORS allows you to use two sliders to select colors 2 and 3 for ALL 
Actors in this Parts Box. Remember that if you set COLOR 2 to green 
when you draw a frog, then draw a Prince and change color 2 to red 
for the Prince's cape, you just changed YOUT frog from green to red! 

All Importa"t Hillt from Mike Livesay: Plan YOllr Actor colors a/lfad of 
tillie, before YOH start drawing your graphiCS. SO YOH dOI/'t el1d lip with red 
frogs or greell -faced Prillces! 

Edit Frame Window 

The Edit Frame Window lets you create or change the graphics in the 
selccted frame. 

, 
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CLEAR-Clears the frame to all blank (color #1) dots. 

On the upper left of the Edit Frame Window is a magnified image of 
the selected frame. This is the paint area. To choose which color to 
paint, select one of the color select menu items, marked "1"-"4", to the 
right of the paint area. 

You paint the picture for the frame by moving the cursor over the area 
while holding down the joystick button. Whenever you do this, you'll 
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created a dot of the currently selected color. Below the color menu 
items is the frame in its actual size. Watch this to sec what the image 
will look like in your game. 

Just as when drawing Scenery Block graphiCS, you can also use the "I", 
")", "K" and "M" keys to move the cursor around the screen, and the 
space bar to "paint" the currently selected square with the currently se
lected color. PresSing the space bar a second time (or the joystick 
button) turns the square back to Color #1 (which will always be 
transparent so the background will show through). The number keys 1 
through 4 can be used to change the selected color at any time. Once 
you get used to them these "shortcu t" keys will probably be easier to 
use than the joystick for drawing graphics. 

Hint from Mike Livesay: If you're editing an animation frame you've 
already drawn, sometimes you'll make changes to it and then decide 
you really liked it better the way it was before. If you make a copy of 
the animation frame in an empty space in the Parts Box before you start 
to edit it, you'll have that copy as a "backup" in case you accidentally 
ruin the original. 

On the bottom of the window are menu items which graphica lly 
manipulate the frame in various ways: 

ROLL LEFT, ROLL RIGHT, ROLL ur and ROLL DOWN shift the 
frame in one of four directions. This is useful to move the picture 
a little if you're shifting around the animated image. 

HZ FLIP and VT FLIP flip the frame horizontally 
or vertically. This is very useful in creating 
characters that can go in either direction. You 
draw a picture of the little figure running 
right; you can then use DUr to make a copy 
of the frame and use HZ FLIP to turn it into 
a picture of the little figure running left. You 
drew the picture once, but you get two 
animated frames that look great. 

While the frame edit window is opC:n, you 
can select the "+" or "-" keyboard keys to 
select the next or prior frame in the frame 
parts box for editing. 
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Reference Section: The AGCK Sound Editor 
Using AGCK's powerful sound editor, you can compose great music 
and design exciting sound effects that can be triggered by Scenery 
Blocks or Actors. Every AGCK game contains a parts box of sound 
effects that you can create and edit. 

An AGCK sound is a series of sounds (musical tones or other sound 
effects) that you can play at a speed you select. 

Each sound effect has two "voices", which are different sounds, kind 
of like a stereo with two speakers, and one "filter". Each voice has a list 
of notes and a "waveform," a series of choices of different kinds of 
electronically synthesized sounds. 

You can choose one of four waveforms for each voice: 

Square wave 

Triangle wave 

Sawtooth wave 

White noise 

Hollow sound 

Soft, pure tones 

Buzzes 

Sounds like static or wind 

Each sound effect also has a tempo, which is the speed at which the 
voices play their notes. 
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The Sound Editor lets you create and edit the Sound Effects Part Box of 
a game. The Sound Editor Window contains three iterns on its menu 
bar: 

DISK SELECT SOUND FILTER 

DISK opens a pull down menu that lets you LOAD, SAVE, or CLEAR 
all of the sound effects currently in memory_ 

SELECT SOUND lets you select the number of the sound effect you 
want to listen to or edit. 

FILTER lets you choose the filter that the sounds will go through. A 
filter is a kind of electronic processing that the sounds go through that 
can make them take on new and interesting characteristics. 

The Note Display Window and Voice Bar Graphs 

Directly below the menu bar is the note display window of the cur
rently selected voice or filter; remember that each sound has two voices 
and a filter, so you have to work on them one <1t a time. It displays a 
portion of the voice's or filter's bar graph, showing each note as a high 
or low bar. You can use the cursor to adjust each bar by moving the 
cursor over the bar's area while holding the joystick button down and 
"pulling" the top of the bar up or down. The higher the bar, the higher 
the pitch; a blank bar represents no note at all and will make that voice 
silent. 

The large notches at the side of the window mark where different 
octaves begin and end. This makes it easier to choose the note you 
want. 

"CASSETIE" Control Buttons 

To the lower right of the note display 
window are some cassette-like buttons. 
These are used to choose \'\'hat part of the 
music or sound effect you're editing or 
listening to. When you hit the "play" 
button on this cassette the computer will 
play the sound effect starting from the 
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left-most note bar displClyed in the window. The graph is played from 
left to right. 

From left to right the "cassette buttons" arc: 

« > 

REWIND STOP PLAY 

Waveform Selection Buttons 

» 
FAST-FORWARD 

Directly below the cClssette buttons are the waveform selection buttons, 
used to select the waveform of the current voice. From left to right the 
choices are: 

SQUARE WAVE 

TRIANGLE WAVE 

SA WTOOTH WAVE 

WI liTE NOISE 

To the lower left of the note display window are the voice and filter 
selection buttons. Use these to select the voice you want to display or 
edit. 

Below these is the Tempo Slider, which you can use to adjust the 
tempo (speed of play) of the sound effect. 

Below the waveform menu items is the Name Entry Cell. The Name 
parameter is for reference only and has no effect on the sound effect 
itself-it's intended to make it easier for you to assign the right sound to 
the action when you're in other editors. The name in the box changes 
depending on which of eight sounds is selected. To edit a name, move 
the cursor arrow to the name and press the joystick button. This \vill 
erase the old name and allow you to type in a new name; press return 
when you're done. 

Below this are the LISTEN and CLEAR menu items. Select these to 
listen to the sound effect or erase the currently selected voice. Press the 
space bar to stop a sound while you're listening to it. 

Hint: Select the "+" or "_" keys when the Sound Editor Window is 
active to select the next or prior sound effect in the parts box. This is a 
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quick way to see and hear all of the sounds aVililable or to jump be
tween sounds when editing. 

Filters 

The best way to learn about filters imd waveforms (and have a whole 
lot of fun) is to play around with the different choices in the AGCK 
Sound Editor and listen to the results. Here's a brief introduction to the 
concept of filters to get you started. 

If you've ever seen or used a device called a CrClphic Equalizer, you 
know that it's a piece of equipment that can be set to make certain 
sound frequencies louder or softer in the music that comes through 
your stereo. If you want the bass guitar in a rock album to make the 
windows vibrate, you turn up the bottom slider on the Graphic Equal
i7er and it makes the bass (the 1m", tones) louder. If you like opera and 
want the soprano's high notes to break your neighbor'~ wine glasses, 
you turn up the top slider. If you don't have a Graphic Equalizer on 
your stereo, you ca n have some of the samc effects by turning the 
"Bass" (low frcquencit;$) and "Treble" (high frequencies) knobs up and 
down. 

A filter does the same thing to sounds, making parts of them louder or 
softer, but it can also change what it's doing to a sound moment by 
moment. So you can set a voice to be a steady tone for five seconds, like 
thc dial tone on a phone. Then you can make the filter go high and low 
and high and low. Try this using a "Low PilSS" filter and you' ll turn the 
sound of the dial tone into the sound of a busy signal! What it's doing is 
letting the sound go through half the time, then blocking out its high 
tones half the time. 

In the descriptions below we talk a lot 
about high frequencies and low frequen
cies of a sound. To understand this, just 
turn the "Treble" knob on your stereo up 
and down-you're filtering the high 
frequencies. Turn your "Bass" knob up 
and down and you'll filter the low 
frequencies. 
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When you pull down the FILTER menu, you ' re given the following 
choices: 

LOW PASS-When this setting is on, the filter will "filter out" (Le. make 
softer) the high frequencies of the voicers) it's filtering. 

BAND PASS-Filters out the extreme high AND low frequencies of the 
\'oice(s) it's filtering. 

HIGH PASS-Filters out the low frequencies of the voicers) it's filtering. 

NOTCH-Filters out ONLY the middle frequencies of the voicds) it's 
filtering. This is the exact opposite effect of Ihe Band Pass. 

ZERO Q-The lilter has almost no eflect on the the voicers) Ws filtering 

LOW Q-The filter has a small effect on the voicers) it's filtering. 

MED Q-The filter has a moderate effect on the voicers) it's filtering. 

IIIGII Q-The filter has a great effect on the voicc(s) it's liltering. 

VOICE I-When selected, the filter will affect Voice 1. When off, Voice 
1 ignores the IiIter. You can filter both voices, either one by itsell, or 
none at all. 

VOICE 2-When selected, the fi lter will affect Voiee 2. When off, Voice 
2 ignores the filter 
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Using the Bar Graph to Adjust a Filler 

,,",'hen you use the bar graph to create tones for music or sounds on 
Voice 1 or Voice 2, you can hear the sounds you're creating. But when 
you use the bar graph to create a "filter pattern", you're actually 
adjusting the range of sounds that will be affected by the filter for each 
individual note or tone. 

If you set the bar high for a particular lone, it will (depending on the 
kind of "pass" you choose) affect the higher range of frequencies in that 
tone. If you set the bar low, it will flfrcet the lower range of frequencies. 
Experiment with different settings and you'll soon get a feel lor how 
this affects the sounds YOll hear. 
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Reference Section: The AGCK level Editor 

AGCK LEVELS, SCENERY BLOCKS 
AND SPECIAL EFFECTS: AN OVERVIEW 

In most arcade games the action is broken up into levels, individual 
screens on which the action takes place. YOll can have up to 50 levels of 
action on an AGCK game disk. And YOLI can give a friend a gift disk 
that holds IS levels, even if your friend docsn't own AGCK. 

Each level in AGCK is made up of a series of empty spaces on the 
screen and a "Parts Box" of Scenery Blocks which you can use to fill 
those spaces. 

Al l rarts Boxes (every game has Scenery Block, Actor and Sounds 
Parts Boxes) are shared by all the levels in a game. The Martian Land
scape you build for Level 7 of your game can also be used in Level 47, 
if you wish. 

Scenery Blocks 

Each Scenery Block is made up of colored dots which you turn on and 
off to create a miniature picture. 

Each Scenery Block also has a set of Special Effects Settings and Special 
Powers which you can adjust to create all kinds of visual magic on the 
screen. 

The easiest way to picture this concept is to picture a giant scoreboard 
at a baseball stadium. The scoreboard shows letters by lighting up a 
pattern of light bulbs for each character. The scorebo.1fd can display 
messages that are 24 lines long and 40 letters wide, and it can also use 
the same light patterns to show pictures. 

'\]O\'\' pretend that it's a really gigantic scoreboard, and that behind 
everyone of those 960 letters (remember, that's 24 squares high and 40 
<;qua res across) sits a little operator with a bunch of switches and a 
telephone. The operators can turn the switches on and off to show all 
kinds of special effects. They can receive phone calls from the little 
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operators in the other boxes that tell them what to do. Or they can call 
up any or all of the other little operators and give them instructions. 

As we show you how to use Scenery Blocks, we'll keep talking about 
the little operators in the scoreboard who're depending on you to lell 
them what to do and what messages to send each other. 

Special Effects 

The FIX (Special Effects) Scripts and Cues are what you use to tell the 
computer to create unique, exciting twists and varia tions in game play. 
Whether you suddenly make the player able to kill the ghosts that have 
been chasing him, as in Pac ManN, or make it huge gate open, as in 
Commando!", AGCK Special Effects allow you to introduce surprising 
new elements to your garncs. 

Actors have phone lines connecting them to each other and to all the 
Scenery Blocks, just as Scenery Blocks do. The four phone channels are 
called "A", "8", "e" and "0". When a Scenery Block or an Actor wilnts 
to tell another Scenery Block or Actor what to do, they send out a "Cue" 
on one of those four phone lin~. TIle Cue, in effect, I1Mkes the phone 
ring inside all the Actors and all the Scenery Bloc~, ilnd they know 
what channel the cue is on. 

Each Scenery Block and Actor can also be set up to have a "Script". If 
YOll were in a play or a movie, you'd wait for your cue and then do 
what it says in your script. In ACCK Actors ilnd Scenery Blocks do the 
Sellne thing: they wait for cues and , when they get them, they do what it 
says in their scripts. 

If you have designed your game so that 
Scenery Blocks or Actors have a Script to 
do something special when they receive a 
cue on Channel "An, and then send out a 
signal 011 that channel. ALL the Actors 
and Scenery Blocks will do the Special 
Effects Script you chose for them 
for signab coming in on 
Channel "A" . That might 
kill one Actor, turn 
another Actor frorn 
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a frog into a Prince, and make aU the torches burning on screen turn 
into flowers. 

This chapter on the Level Editor will explain how to build your levels 
and how to use Scenery Blocks to create exciting screens and special 
effects. 

Using the Level Editor 

The Level Editor lets you: 

Edit each level's scenery 

Edit the scenery blocks for an entire game 

Add Actors to each level 

Delete Actors from each level 
rlay-test each level 

Set each level's run speed 

Set the number of levels in the game 

When the Level Editor's window opens, you see a level's screen with 
all of its Actors (except missiles) displayed in their starting locations. 
The Level Editor, when you enter it, automatically loads Levell of 
YOUT game and displays it on screen. 

Across the top of the Level Editor'S window aTC five menu items: 

DISK EDIT LEVEL RUN QUIT 

The 2 digit nllmber next to the level menu item is the number of the 
current level displayed . 

DISK allows you to save or load parts boxes from the disk. 

Choosing the EDIT menu reveals the follO\\'ing options: 

ADD ACTOR Add an Actor to the current level 

DELETE ACTOR 

EDIT SCENERY 

PLAYSrEED 

Delete an Actor from the current level 

Opens the Scenery Blocks Editor Window 

Sct the current level's run speed 
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LEVEL triggers a pull-down menu with the following menu items: 

TO EDIT Select the level you wish to edit 

FIRST LEVEL 

LAST LEVEL 

COPY TO 

Choose the level number where the game will 
start 

Choose the highest level number the game wil l 
play before going back to the first level and 
starting through the sequence again. 

Copy the current level over another level on 
the game disk 

RUN allows you to test out the level by playing it until you press the 
Space Bar. LeaVing the current screen, dying or completing the level 
will also stop play and return you to the Level Editor. 

QUIT returns you to the Main menu. 

Adding an Actor to the Level 

To add an Actor to the current level, select ADD ACTOR in the EDIT 
pull-down menu. A window will appear which will display an Actor, 
along with two arrows. Use the right and left arrows to display all the 
avai lable Actors. 

To select an Actor, display it in the window and then select the Done 
button. This erases the window displaying the Actor. Move the cu r!;'or 
to drag the Actor to its desired starting location and press the joystick 
button (unless the Actor is a missile - see below) to leave it there. 

Adding Sentry Actors 

If the Actor is a Sentry Actor, after you drop it on the screen 
you arc asked to trace its movement pattern. Select 
the OK button, then trace the Actor's path by 
using the cursor to drag it around the 
screen. When you're done, press the 
joystick button. The total number 
of steps in the movement pattern 
is limited to 500; if you reach ___ 
this limit the path will ____ 
automatically be ended. ___---
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You'll then see a \"Iindow that lets you adjll~t the movement speed of 
the Actor. Select the "done button" on the window (or press "Fl ") 
when the speed setting is \vhcre you want it. 

Adding Missiles 

If the Actor is a Missile you will not have to sct a starting location on 
the screen ~ince a missile's starting location is set when it is shot. 
Instead, all rnissiles currently included in the level (including the one 
you just added) will be displayed in the lower right corner of the 
screen until YOll press the joystick button. 

Deleting an Actor from the Level 

To delete an Actor from the level select the DELETE ACTOR menu 
item in the EDIT pull-down menu. This GIU'iCS any missiles placed in 
the level to appear in the lower right corner of the screen. The letters 
"OFI " will appear under the cursor to indicate that you arc in "delete 
mode". To delete an Actor, move the point of the cursor to that Actor 
and press the joystick button. To end this mode, move the clrrow away 
frorn ,my Actor and press the joystick button. 

EDIT SCREEN: THE SCENERY BLOCK EDITOR 

To use the Scenery Block Editor, sclect the EDIT SCENERY menu item 
in the EDIT pul1-dmvn menu. When the Scenery Block Editor's win
dow opens, you see the current level's screen, as before, but v.,ithout 
any Actors. 

Along the top of the screen are five menu items: 

CLEAR SELECT COPY COLORS DONE 

CLEAR clears the screen to all Scenery Block "I-A", the "blank back
ground" block. You can then change it to whatever Scenery Block you 
wbh, or leC1\'e that blank background as the basis for your game. 

SELECT lets you open the Select Scenery Block Window so you can 
select tI block to place (once or many times> on the .:;creen. Ilitting the 
"5" key opens the \.vindow, A \JD automatically chooses the scenery 
block underneath the cursor as the highlighted block. 
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COPY lets you copy a section of the screen to another section of the 
screen. 

COLORS lets you select the shared scenery block colors (Colors 1 -3) for 
all Scenery Blocks on the screen. 

DONE returns you to the Level Editor. 

Select 

The SELECT Scenery block Window lets you view a portion of the 
Scenery block Parts Box and to select one of the Scenery Blocks to edit. 
On the menu bar arc the menu items: 

EDIT (l,A) CLEAR 

To the right of the EDIT option are the coordinates of the currently 
selected scenery block. 

EDIT opens the Edit Block Window for the selected scenery bloc!.. The 
"E" key selects this option, as does the usual cursor selection with the 
joystick. 

CLEAR clears ALL the Scenery Blocks in this PM!> Box. Use this OI\LY 
if you plan to draw everything in the Parts Box from scratch. Usually 
you'll only want to clear Ulle Scenery Block at a time. .. 

Along the right edge of the window are two arrows, which arc used to 
scroll the window area left ur right over the Scenery Blocks in the pcuts 
box. 

Bclm.\' the arrows is c1 picture of the cu rrently selected scenery block. 

Below the current scenery block is a menu itell'l 
marked OUP. This menu" item lets you 
copy the current scenery block to any 
other scenery block "slot" in the -
parts box. Once selected, it 
stays lit until a scenery block 
is copied or selected again 
(to cancel duplication). ........ 
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Shortcut: If you select a Scenery Block, then place the cursor over 
another location in the Parts Box (without pressing the joystick button), 
then hit the "0" key on the keyboard, the selected Scenery Block will 
instantly be copied over the Scenery Block to which the cursor is 
pointing. Thi~ allows you to make many copies of an image qui(:kly. 

To select or duplIcate a scenery block, use the arrows on the screen to 
move the window until the desired scenery block is displayed. Then 
move the cursor over the desired scenery block, and press the Joystick 
button to select it. A small square appears around the seJected scenery 
block and it will appear in the selected block area, below the arrows. 

To place the current scenery block on the screen, move the cursor to the 
spot where you want to drop the scenery block. and press the joystick 
button. Holding the button down ,,"hile moving the cursor will quickly 
" paint" many COplCS of the block on the screen. 

You can also tlSC the "J", 'T', "K" and "M" keys to move the cursor 
around the screen. This is frequently easier and more precise than 
using the joystick to select small Scenery Blocks. 

Placing the cursor over any Scenery Block that is already placed on the 
level's screen and pressing the "S" key will automatically elect that 
Scenery Block ~o you can edit it or place it elsewhere on thl:' ~cn>en. 
This allows you to choose scenery blocks without actually opening the 
Select Scenery Block Window. 

To close the Select Scenery Block Window , select the Done button. Any 
scenery block changes you have made are saved to disk when you Sc:lve 
the level to disk. 

Hint from Mike Livesay: If you're editing a Scenery Block you ' ve 
already drawn, sometimes you'll make changes to it and then decide 
YOll really liked it better the way it was before. If YOll make a copy of 
the Scenery Block in dn empty space in the Parts Box before you start to 
edit it, you' ll have that copy as a "backup" in case you aCCidentally 
ruin the original. 

Reference Section: The AGCK level Editor 

Copy 

To copy one area of the screen to another area of the screen, select the 
COPY menu ~tel~l. ~his will cause the entire menu bar to change to a 
red color to slgmfy Its other choices temporarily aren't available. 

Move the curs.or to. a corner of the rectangular area you \vish to copy, 
and press the Joyshck button. Then, while holding the button down, 
move the cursor until the white flashing rectangle covers the desired 
area and release the joystick button. Now you may repeatedly drag the 
rcctal~gular area to various locations and press the joystick button to 
copy It there permanently. The "I", "j", "K" and "M " keys work well 
for moving the copied graphics to the exact right place. 

To stop copying, press the joystick button twice while making the last 
copy of the selected blocks, or move the cursor to the menu bar at the 
top of the screen and press the button. 

Creating and Editing Individual Scenery Blocks 

The Edil Block Window 

Select the EDIT menu item on the Select Block Window to usc The Edit 
Block Window, which lets you: 

Paint the selected scenery block's picture 

Choose its colors 

Edit its Special Powers, Special Effects, etc. 

--- ------
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On the \·"indov·/5 menu bar is one menu item: 

(I ,A) CLEAR 

In parentheses before it are the coordinates of the currently selected 
scenery block. 

CLEAR clears the Special Powen" Special Effects, Building Materials and 
graphics of the selected scenery block. 

There are three sliders on the Edit Block Window: 

COLOR 4 sets the fourth color of the selected scenery block. 

FRI sets the "friction" of the Building Materials of the selected 5cenery 
block. 

ELA sets the "elasticity" of the Building Materials of the selected scenery 
block. At the top setting the Actor will bounce away at full speed; the 
half-way setting will make the Actor bounce off at half the speed it was 
going when it hit the barrier. 

A scenery block's picture is a 4x8 block of pixels and each pixel may be 
one of four colOr>. Scenery Blocks in any game parts box all share the 
same colors as Colors #1, #2 and #3. Color 4, may be individually 
selected for each scenery block from a palette of eight colors. All shared 
colors are selected from a palette of 16 colors. 

Reference Section: The AGCK Level Editor 

Scenery block Color 

The four menu items marked 1-4 on the Edit Block Window are lISed to 
set the current paint color of the cursor when drawing Scenery Blocks. 
The keyboard keys 1-4 may also be used to select the p"int color. 

Painting the Scenery block 

The enlarged picture of the scenery block in the upper left is the paint 
area. This is where you may use the cursor, by holding the joystick 
button down, to paint the scenery block's picture. To the lower right of 
the paint area are single and multiple actual size representations of the 
scenery block. 

You can also use the "I", ''1'', "Kif and "Mit keys to move the cursor 
around the screen, and the space bar to "paint" the currently selected 
square with the currently selected color. Pressing the space bar it 
second time (or the joystick button) turns the square back to Color #1 
(which will usually be black). The number keys 1 through 4 can be u5ed 
to change the selected color at any time. Once you get used to them 
these "shortcut" keys will probably be easier to use than the joystick for 
draWing graphics. 

Hint: To advance the editor to the next or prior scenery block, press the 
"+" or "-" keys while in the Edit Block Window. This is useful if you 
are editing several Scenery Blocks and don't want to return to the 
selection window each time you change blocks. 

Types of Scenery Blocks 

Below the paint area are the Scenery Block Characteristics menu items. 
The leftmost group of menu items select the scenery block type. 

Scenery Blocks come in five basic types, each 
of which can make your game do all sorts 
of great-looking things: 

BARRIER-Act as barriers/walls 
to Actors 
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LADDER- Act as ladders for Actors, allowing them to defy gravity (if 
gravity is used in the game). Ladders have to be at least 3 blocks wide 
and 2 blocks high. Ladders can also take the form of conveyor belts 
("CONVEYORS") of different types. The DIR menu item allows you to 
choose the direction in which a conveyor belt will move an Actor (up, 
down, right or left); the MOVEMENT slider allows you to select how 
far the Actor will be moved each time the belt moves, and the "DLY" 
(DELA Y) slider will determine how rapidly or slowly the belt moves. 

Note: L.1dders allow Actors to climb them based on the full size of the 
Scenery Blocks, NOT on the size of the pictures that arc drawn in the 
Scenery Blocks. If you have a narrow ladder picture, the Actors will 
still be able to climb it as if the ladder were wide, and may appear to 
"hang in space." To make ladders look as if they're working properly, 
be sure to use the full width of the ladder's Scenery Blocks for the 
graphics. 

DEADLY- Kill any Actor that comes in contact with them. 

BACKGROUND- I lave no effect on Actors. These Scenery Blocks are 
useful for background graphic areas. 

TELEPORT - Teleports an Actor that comes in contact with it to 
another selected Teleport block. Teleport blocks must be linked to each 
other in order to teleport an Actor between them. The SELECT menu 
item allows you to choose the Scenery Block to which the tclcportcr 
will move the Actor. The LINKED TO window displays the current 
choice. 

ote: Actors will ignore any of these kinds of Scenery Blocks if the 
collision setting of the Actor for that type of block is turned off. Sec 
page 40 for a full explanation of these Actor settings. 

Building Materials 

These settings tell what the square is made out of in the game: bouncey 
like a rubber band, hard as concrete, slippery like ice, rough like sand
paper, etc. Scenery Blocks can have the following Building Materials 
characteristics which you can adjust: 
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Surface Friction-Sets the amount of "slipperiness" a scenery block has 
when Actors touch it. A scenery block with low friction acts like an oil 
slick, causing an Actor to have a hard time accelerating and to come to a 
stop slowly. A scenery block with high friction acts like a cement 
sidewalk, causing an Actor to accelerate quickly and con'le to a stop on a 
dime. 

Surface ElastiCity-Sets the "rubbcriness" of a Barrier block when Actors 
touch it. A scenery block with high elasticity acts like a rubber band, 
causing Actors to bounce off when they bump into it. A scenery block 
with low elasticity acts like a cement Willi when Actors hit H. 

Special Effects Scripts 

Below these menu items is the FIX SCRIPTS (Special Effects Scripts) 
menu item which opens a window that lets you edit that group of 
settings. Some of these menu items open windows that let you edit 
Special Effects in more detail. 

A scenery block may be sct to react a certain way while it is receiving a 
Special Effects Cue on channel "C" or "D". The possible Special Effects 
Scripts are: 

IGNORE CUES Ignore Special Effects Cues 

BE BARRIER 

BE LADDER 

BE DEADLY 

BE BACKGROUND 

STOP SHCXm NG 

Act like a barrier while cue is on 

Act like a ladder while cue is on 

Kill Actors while cue is on 

Ignore Actors while cue is on 

Stop shooting \vhile cue is on 

Scenery block Special Powers 

Each scenery block also has one of five Special 
Powers associated \vith it, as seen in the 
window at the right hand side of the screen: 

NORMAL 

SWITCII 

ATTRACT 

REPEL 

SHOOT MISSILE --- ------
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Normal 

The Nonnal Special Power really isn't a Special Power at all. This 
setting means the scenery block has no unique characteristics. 

Attract and Repel 

The Attract and Repel Special Powers cause a scenery block to attract 
or repel Actors within a certain distance of it. Both have a slider 
which you can adjust to control their strength. Usc the Attf<lct Special 
Power to create magnets or whirlpools. Try using the Repel Special 
Power to crea te giant fans, windy weather or strong current on a 
river. 

Note: If an Actor is standing on a barrier of some kind, (or if gravity is 
off and the Actor is on top of a Background Scenery Block) the 
FRICTION setting of the Scenery Blocks on which it is standing will 
radically affect the strength of ATTRACT and REPEL. An Actor 
standing on "ice" (low friction) will be easy to move; an Actor stand
ing on "sandpaper" (high friction) will be hard to move. The Actor's 
MAX SPEED setting will also radically affect how ATTRACT and 
REPEL work. 

Shoot Missile 

The Shoot Missile Special Power lets a scenery block shoot Missile 
Actors at the target of your choice and at the frequency you select. 
Scenery Blocks that you allow to shoot Missiles have the fo llowing 
setti ngs: 

FRQ (Shol Frequency)-Sets frequency of missile firings. 

CI lASE PLA YER-This missile follows nearest player Actor. 

C1IASE OTI IER-This missile follows nearest non-player Actor. 

AT PLA YER-Shoots missile at the nearest player Actor. 

AT OTI IER-Shoots missile at the nearest non-player Actor. 

AIM UP-Shoots a missile up towards the top of the screen. 

l 

l 
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AI;\I1 DOW0.'-Shoots a missile down towards bottom of screen. 

AIM LEFT-Shoots a missile 10 the left. 

AIM RIGHT-Shoots a missile to the right 

SWITCH: THE MOST POWERFUL SPECIAL POWER 

The S,vitch Special Power causes a scenery block tu replace itself , .... ith 
another selected scenery block when certain events OCCur: all Actor 
collision, a Special Effects Cue, etc. It can also switch automatically after 
a delay which you select. 

When the scenery block switches, it can also do the following things: 

POINT AWARD Changes the player's score 
LIFE AWARD 

SOUND EFFECT 

CUE 

E~DOFLEVEL 

Adds or subtracts lives from the player 
Plays a .:.ound effect 

Sends a Special Effects Cue 

Declare the player has completed level 

Switch Scenery Blocks are useful for such things as "takeable" screen 
elements (like the power pills in "Pac Man '""" ) or small animated screen 
a~eas. Switch Scener~ Blocks hCl\'e the following settings, which are 
dIsplayed on the SWItch Block Spccia ll'ower Window. 

Trigger Source 

The Trigger Source sethng selects the type of event that will cause the 
scenery block to switch. Your choice" are: 

AUTOMATIC-Block switches as SOOn as it .1ppears on screen 

PLA YER-Switches when touched by 
Player Actor 

DRO\'E-Switches when touched by 
Drone Actor ~ 

'-'fISSILE-Same for Missiles ___ ___ ---
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COMPUTER-Same for Computer Actors 

EFFECfS CUES A, B, C OR D-Switches when Cue is received 

Note that, unlike many Special Effects Scripts (which can change 
things on screen temporarily), a Switch Scenery Block's change is 
permanent. If you want it to switch back to its prior form, make the 
target Scenery Block (the block to which it switches) a Switch Scenery 
Block set to switch to the first block after a delay. This is how you'll do 
"background animation" in AGCK. 

Chain Reaction 

The Chain Reaction setting causes a scenery block, when it switches, to 
trigger all adjacent switch blocks which have the same Trigger Source 
setting. 

This is useful when creating takeable on-screen objects that require 
morc than one scenery block to display, like the big hammer you can 
pick up in "Donkey Kong-"". By placing chain reaction switch Scenery 
Blocks in a row, YOli can have an Actor change a large picture on the 
screen just by touching one small scenery block. Many special effects 
are possible. 

Sound 

The Sound setting allows a scenery block to trigger a sOllnd effect 
when it s\.\'ilchcs. Sound effect triggering may also be turned off. 

"Switch" (Target Block) Menu item 

The Switch Target Block setting sets the scenery block that a block will 
switch to. Switch Scenery Blocks can switch to any type of scenery 
block, including other switch Scenery Blocks. By setting lip 2 or morc 
Switch Scenery Blocks which have each other as target blocks, you can 
make parts of the screen animate just like Actors. This is a great way to 
create complicated action-filled screens without using up all your 
Actors. Just don ' t try to animate too many blocks at once, since this 
will overload the computer and slow down the action of your game. 
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Switch Delay 

The Switch Delay setting is the delay between the time a scenery 
block's switch is triggered and the time it actually switches. This is 
used for controlling the speed of the scenery block animation described 
in the prior paragraph. 

FIX Cues 

These settings caUSe the sc~nery block to send a Special Effects Cue on 
any combination of connection channeb when it switches. 

Award and Penalize 

The Awards setting can cause a scenery block to: 

Award lives to the player 

Subtract lives from the player 

Award points to the p layer's score 

Subtract points from the player's score 

When you select any of these options a second window will appear, in 
which you can choose the amount of the award or penillty. 

End of Level 

AGCK keeps track of whether or not a player hilS completed a level in 
t\,\,o ways. It can count how many times the player docs something YOll 
want thell'l to dOl like shoot vampire bats ilS they leave a dark castle. Or 
it can wait for the player to do one special thing which you've declared 
allows them to complete the level. 

The End of Level setting can calise a switch scenery 
block to trigger the end of the level when it 
switches. The menu items from which 
you choose are: 

OFF-The switching block has 
no effect on detem1ining the 
End of Level. 
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COUNTDOWN-AGCK counts how many of these Switch Scenery 
Blocks you place on the screen, When all of them have switched, the 
Player is considered to have completed the level and the game jumps to 
the next level. You could use this function to count how many dots a 
character like Pac Man'" has eaten (if you made each dot a Switch 
Scenery Block that switched to a regular background block when 
touched by the player). 

Caution: Actors can also be sct so that the game counts how many of 
them have been killed and then ends the level when they arc all dead. If 
you have both Switch Scenery Blocks and Actors set up for COUNT
DOW on the same level, ALL of those Scenery Blocks must switch and 
ALL of those Actors must be killed before the Player will be considered 
to have fjnished the level. Since Actors can be set to be "reborn" and 
since Switch Scenery Blocks can turn into other S\·vitch Scenery Blocks 
that arc set for COU TDOWN, you can create levels where it's not easy 
to get everything to happen just right. Mike Livesay suggests that, at ' 
least for your first few levels, you try to keep your uses of COUNT
DOWN simple so you can get a feci for how the system works. 

END LEVEL-The block automatically ends the level. Selecting this 
allows you to choose the level number the game will jump to next. 
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Mike livesay's Game Design Tips 

By Mike Livesay 

Below are some techniques for creating some of the more popular 
arcade game elements with AGCK. They by no means, represent the 
limit of what you can do with AGCK; I've included them as examples 
and hope that they will help you to find ways to create ncvv and unique 
effects in the games you design. I want to encourage you to experiment 
as often as possible and, most importantly, have' a great time doing it! 

Creating "Takeable" Objects for Your Games 

Most arcade games have stationary objects that the player can take by 
touching them to earn extra point;, end the level, etc. With AGCK you 
can create these "takeable" objects by using backgrOll/ld scenery blocks 
\vith the switch special power enabled. To do this, edit a scenery block in 
the Level Editor, clear it, and set lip its graphics and color. Then set its 
type to Background and its special power to ~'i.(Ijtc", Ilere is a breakdown 
of its switch Special Power Settings: 

Trigger Source: Player 
Chain: Off 
F IX Cues: All Off 
Sound Effect: Desired/Off 
Switch Block: Desired 
End Of Level: Off 
Delay: Minimum 
Award/PenClli7e: Desired 

\Jote that since this Scenery Block is to be 
takeable by player actors, the Trigger SOllree 
option is ~et to Player. If you want to award/ 
penali7e points or lives when the Scenery Block 
is taken, select the appropriate Award/Pellal;:" 
options. The Switeh Block parameter is the 
scenery block that this Scenery Block will be 
replaced by when it is taken (I like to think of it 
as the Scenery Block that is Iii/ked to this one). 
In this example it should be just a normal, 
background Scenery Block but it could be any 
other type of Scenery Block. The SOlllld Effect 
parameter can be turned off or ~et to the 
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desired sound effect to trigger when the Scenery Block is taken. 

You can use this same technique to create things like walls that disap
pear when shot by using Barrier switch Scenery Blocks with their trigger 
SOllfce set to missile. (You probably wouldn't want to award any points 
and could set the mmrd/pe1lali=e parameter to 1101IC). If you wanted a wall 
that has to be shot more than one time before it disappears, all you 
wou ld have to do is set the switcll block setting so the Scenery Block 
\·\,ould switch to another missile-triggered switch Scenery Block and that 
Scenery Block could be linked to another one and so on (the last Scenery 
Block in the chain would be a norm[lllmckgrollllri Scenery Block). You 
can link as many of these Scenery Blocks together as YOLI like and each 
link would represent one of the shots needed to remove the \vall. if you 
made each Scenery Block in the chain a different color or pattern, then 
the wall would change its color or pattern each time it was shot. All 
sorts of interesting effects are possible by using variations on this 
technique. 

If you would like to have a takeable object that is more than one Scenery 
Block in size, YOll can do this by turning on the elm;" Special Effect and 
creating other switch Scenery Blocks with the same trigger sOllree and 
de1ny settings. J list place them side by side on the screen and when the 
player touches one of them, they will all switch simliltaneously~ 

Another nice trick is to turn on one of the FIX Cllf' choices on a takeable 
Scenery Block so that when the Scenery Block is taken it will send a cue 
out to other Scenery Blocks or actors. This is lIseful if you want to freeze 
or make dangerous actors friendly for a time or if you want to cause 
other Scenery Blocks to switch when the player takes the Scenery Block. 
Triggering other switch Scenery Blocks with FIX cues is great for 
creating things like trap doors or gates that release enemies, etc. 

One last powerful trick you can do with "takeable" Scenery Blocks is to 
set their Eud Of Le1.'ei option to COlllltdow1I. What this does is cause the 
level to end (and advance to another level) when all of the "countdown" 
Scenery Blocks currently on the screen arc taken. 50 you can create a 
group of objects that need to be taken/killed before the player can 
advance to the next level (Note: actors also have a COImtdonnl setting). 
Does this effect sound familiar? How about the ledges in Miner 204ger-" 
or the dots in Pac Man---? 

Mike Livesay's Game Design Tips 

Scenery Block Animation 

Let's say you want to have an animating stationary area on one of the 
levels of your game, but don' t have a spare Actor. What do you do? Use 
scenery blocks instead! How? Well, first let's talk about nlli1l1ntioll. 
Animation is created by continuollsly flipping through a sequence of 
pictures at a constant speed in the following manner: 

Picture #1 -> Picture #2 -> Picture #3-> 

Picture #4 -> Picture #1 ... 

In the above example there are four picturC5 in the nllilllnfioll st.'q/(WCt'; 
each picture (called a frnllJe) is shown ror a short time and is then re
placed by the next picture in the sequence until the last picture is 
reached, which is replaced by the first picture and then the whole 
process repeats itself. It is similar to shurning a deck or rour cards by 
repeatedly removing the top card and placing it on the bottom or the 
deck. If there were pictures on the top of each card and you could 
shuffle them fast enollgh, the pictures on them would appear to ani
mate. Scenery block animation is accomplished in a similar manner: 

Scenery Block #1 -> Scenery Block #2 -> Scenery Block #3-> 

Scenery Block #4 -> Scenery Block #1... 

Each Scenery Block replaces itself with the next Scenery Block in the 
sequence until the end of the sequence is reached and the whole thing is 
repeated. As with "takeable" Scenery Blocks, 
Scenery Block animation is accomplished by 
using Scenery Blocks with the Switcil Special 
Power. Each Scenery Block in the sequence is 
set to trigger automatically, delay, and then 
switch to the next Scenery Block in the se-
quence. \The last Scenery Block in the se-
quence is set to switch to the first Scenery 
Block in the sequence). Since Scenery Block 
animation sequences are created by "linking" 
switch Scenery Blocks together, I ca ll them 
Seel1ery Block nllimntioJ/ cllnil1~. 

For the sake of Simplicity, in the follOWing 
example the animating area is the size of one 
Scenery Block. Assuming that you don't want 
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the animating area to affect actors, set all of the Scenery Block!:. in the 
chain to bnckgrollPzd and enable their switch special power. The follow
ing is a breakdown of the switch Special Power settings for each 
Scenery Block: 

Trigger Source: Auto 
Chain: N/A 
F IX Cues: Off 
Sound Effect: Off 
Switch Block: Next Block 
End Of Level: Off 
Delay: Desired 
Award/Pena lize: None 

Note that the Award/Peflalize, 5011/1d Eftecl, Ellrl Of Level, and F/X Clle 
options aTC all turned off, as in most cases you would not want to add 
points, trigger a sound effect, or end the level each time a Scenery 
Block in the chain switches. The delay parameter of each Scenery Block 
sel., the speed of the animation. To achieve smooth animation, the 
delay settings of all of the Scenery Blocks should be the same. 

It is possible to animate areas larger than one Scenery Block by placing 
different Scenery Block animation chains next to each other on the 
screen. Remember that areas larger than one Scenery Block can use up 
a lot of Scenery Blocks in your parts box (i.e. an area 3 Scenery Blocks 
high by 2 Scenery Blocks wide with four frames of anilYlation would 
require 24 different Scenery Blocks from the parts box: 3 X 2 X 4 = 24). 

Inlhe i'lbove example J sct all of the Scenery Blocks in the animation 
chain to bnck~rolmd so that they would have no effect on actors. It is 
also poSSibl~ to create animating walls or dangerous 70nes by using all 
barrier or deadly Scenery Blocks in animation chains. You can even use 
combinations of different Scenery Blocks in animation chains to crcate 
areas that arc walls, openings, or deadly at different times during their 
animation. 

Animated conveyor belts can be created by using ladder Scenery Blocks 
with the cOIIPeyor parameter selected in the animation chain. By using 
the same animation and conveyor delay!; and the appropriate move
ment intervals, you can synchronize the conveyor belt animation with 
th~ movement of the actors on it. 

Mike livesay's Game Design Tips 

One final trick with Scenery Block animation chains is to have the first 
Scenery Block in the chain triggered by a player (or other) actor to 
create areas that animate when a certain type of actor touches them. 
This is useful for effects such as exploding mjnes or treasure chests that 
animate (and add points) when taken. 

The last Scenery Block in the chain doesn' t have to be linked to the first 
Scenery Block either. If you want something that animates once and 
then stops, put a normal Scenery Block at the end of the animation 
chain. All sorts of interesting effects are pOSSible-just use your imagina
tion! 

Continual Level Games 

Most arcade games (espeCially climbing games and shoot-em-ups) are 
played one level at a time and the levels follow each other in sequence. 
Other games are played across more than one screen and allow the 
player to exit on any side of the screen he is on and enter the adjacent 
level. In this way, the player can wander freely around the "arcade 
game world" the designer has created. 

To create a game like this you must first select the COlltinllal Screell 
setting in the Screen window of the Environment Editor. You ",.'ill also 
have to set the Level Matrix Size value. In a continual level game, AGCK 
organizes the levels into a matrix, the dimensions of which you select. 
For example, if you select a 5 X 10 level matrix, AGCK 
organizes the levels in the following way: 

01 02 03 04 05 

06 07 08 09 to 
11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 
36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 
46 47 48 49 SO 
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So, if a player is on level 13 and walks off of the bottom of the screen, 
he will enter on the top of le"eI18; if he walks off the top, he will enter 
on the bottom of level 8; if he walks off the left side, he will enter on 
the right side of level 12; and if he walks off the right side, he will enter 
on the left side of level 14. 

The top-most and bottom-most levels of the matrix "wrap around" to 
each other (i.e. if a player exits on the top of level 2 he will enter on the 
bottom of level 47 and vice-versa), and levels on the leftmost and 
rightmost edges wrap around as well (exiting level 20 on the right 
wraps to level 16 and exiting le"el6 on the left wraps to level 10). 

The other matrix dimensions available are configured in a similar 
manner; some may not use all of the levels possible (ie: the 4 X 12 
configuration only llses 48 levels), Continual level games ~1ay only be 
used on a gift disk if the designer limits the player to the first 15 levels 
of the game. Don't allow the player to walk ,off of the topof levels 1 .- 5 
in a 5 X 10 matrix because levels 46 - 50 don t eXist on a gift diSk. ThiS 
will make your game freeze and the player \\'on ' t be able to continue. 

If you turn gravity off in a continual level gal~e, it ~ill opc~atc as if the 
levels are lying flat on a table and the player lS lookmg straight down 
at them (this is the way Labyrilltli Master is organized). If you turn 
gravity on, the levels \viII appear to be organized Iike.a m.ult~-story 
building with one wall missing so you can see the achon InSide. 

What Makes A Great Arcade Game? 

Like everyone in this universe who has ever played or written an 
arcade game, I have my opinions on the subject of what m~kes a great 
one. And since the people at Broderbund Sofhvare were kmd enol1?h 
to ask me to write a few words on the subject, I certainly am not gomg 
to miss such a golden opportunity to mutter my philosophies. 

There is, of course, no standard procedure that a game designer uses 
when he sits down at the drawing board to design his next product. It 
is a creative process as much as it is a technical one and the whole 
point of the ACCK system is to relieve the designer of the program
ming hassles of creating a game so he or she can focus O.n p~lre garne 
design. So what makes a great game? I lere are SOI1",e gUidelines: 

Mike livesay's Game Design Tips 

1. TOP-NOTCH GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
Arcade games are an audiovisual art form, like movies, and a lot of 
the "heat" in a hot game is directly re lated to its graphics and 
sound effects. So try to make your game look and sound good (and 
if you're like me and have enough problems trying to sign your 
name so other people can read it, you can usc the graphics from the 
sample games included with ACCK, which were created by 
professional graphic artists). 

2. GREAT 1 lOOKS 
rn the music business, the catchy Tnusical phrase in a song (the one 
that makes you ,vant to hear it again and again) is called a /took . In 
arcade games, the hook is the clement of game play that is 
addictive-it is responsible for all those quarters you dumped in 
Marble Marilless'" last week. 

The hook is usually in the form of a some sort of pUL,de that must 
be solved, obstacle that must be overcome, or goal that must be 
reached. Most of the time there is a Sc1t isfying graphic or audio 
reward tied to it. A good example of a classic arcade game hook is 
the eating of the dots in Pac Mali''' . There is sOincthing satisfying 
about clearing a maze full of dots by ea ting them and the 'wocka· 
wacka' sound associated \\lith their digestion. 

3. WELL BALA CEO PLA Y 
A great arcade game should be 
hard enough to peak someone's 
interest but not so hard as to turn 
them off. A game that is easy to 
learn but hard to master will hold 
someone's interest a long time. 
Also, try to keep the pace of the 
game up - don't let the player sit 
around thinking. Keep him or 
her busy dodging arrows or 
running away from robots while 
trying to reach the goal~ 
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4. LOTS OF DEPTH 
In the early days of arcade games, one variation on the theme of a 
game was enough to hold most garners' interest. Today's garners 
arc a little more jaded - a game must have lois of depth and vari
ation to hold their attention. So once you've developed a theme 
and some good hooks for your game, take it to the limit! Add lots 
of levels with lots of interesting variations tlnd you may find your 
friends fighting over who is going to play your game next! And 
believe me, tlml can be one of most rewarding experiences a person 
can have! 

About the Author 

Mike Livesay's fascination with tech
nology began at the early age of 12, 
when he built his first electronic proj
ect: a strobe light kit from Radio 
Shack. Electronic Music became his 
passion, and he designed and built 
synthesizers \.\'hile still in junior high 
school. 

Mike first became involved in com
puters in the Eighth Grade, where he 
wrote programs on the math lab's 
teletype, connected to a remote 

computer with a whopping 8K of RAM. lIe bought (and built) his first 
6502 computer during high school, learned assembly language, and 
wrote his first game: a crude version of Space Immfers. 

While majoring in computer science at college, Mike bought an Apple 
11+ so he could do his class projects at home and his passion for com
puter graphics and games began. While working at a local computer 
store, he programmed a computer graphic sequence on the Apple for an 
episode of the TV series Mrs. Coillmbo. 

Mike later worked at United Technologies, lind moonlighted program
ming for a UCLA professor who was designing computer interfaces for 
handicapped people. Soon he had started his own business, Livesay 
Technologies Inc., doing Apple disk protection for various software 
publishers. Ilis career as a professional game designer had begun. 

Mike has had over eight games publbhed, 
including versions of Miner 204ger, The 
Heist, Miner II, and Bruce Lee. When he isn' t 
programming, he enjoys playing and 
composing music on his synthesizers and 
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warranty Information 

Broderbund's Limited inety,Day Warranty 
Bmderbund warrants for a period of ninety (90) days following the 
original retail purchase of this copy of Arcade Game Construction Kit 
that the program is free from substantial errors or defects that will 
materially interfere with the operation of the program as described in 
the enclosed user documentation. This policy applies to the initial 
purchaser only. 

If you believe you have found any slich error or defect in the program 
during the warranty period , call Bmderbund's Technical Support 
Department, 800/527-6263 or 415/492-3500 between the hours of 8 a.In. 
and 5 p.m. (Pacific time), Monday through Friday. Broderbund techni
cal personnel will attempt to help you correct or avoid the problem. If 
any sllch error or defect cannot be corrected or reasonably avoided by 
the Cllstomer, Brederbund will inform you how to obtain a corn .. 'C ted 
prograrn disk (or, at Brederbund's option, Brederbund may allthori .lI.~ 

refund of your purchase price). 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have 
rights which vary from state to state. 

Disk Replacement Policy 
If any disk supplied w ith this product fails within ninety (90) days of 
purchase for any reason other than accident or misuse by the ctistornCf, 
please return the defective disk together with a dated proof of purchase 
to Bmderbund Software-Direct, 17 Paul 
Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903-2101, for a free 
replacement. This policy applies to the 
original purchaser only. 

Brooerbund wi ll replace program disks 
damaged for any reason, whether during or 
after the ninety (90) day free replacement 
period, for $5 per disk plus a postage and 
handling charge of $2.50 per request, as 
long as the program is still being manufac
tured by Broderbund. 

" " , 
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limitations on Warranty 
Unauthorized representations: Brederbund warrants only that the 
program will perform as described in the lIser documentation. No 
other advertising, description or representation, whether made by a 
Braderbund dealer, distributor, agent or employee, shall be binding 
upon Broderbund or shall change the terms of this warranty. 

hll'UED WAKKANTIES LIMITED: EXCEPT AS STATED ABOVE, BR0DIRBLND \1AKES NO 

OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THIS PRODUCT. BROOERBU:\O 

DISCLAIMS A,\,Y WARRANTY THAT Tilt SOFrWARE IS AT FOR A PARTICULAR I'LlU'OSE, 

AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCIIANTABIUTY SI\ALL BE I.IMllED TO THE 

\iINETY (90) DAY DURATION OF TIllS LIMITED EXI'RI~ WARRANTY AND 15 OTlIER

WISE EXPRESSLY AND 5I'H.'IFlt"AI LV DISU..AIMEO. SoME STATES 00 NOT ALI ow 
11~IIIAnONS 0:\ HOW LO~G AN lMPUED WARRANn' LASTS, so Till ABOVE U\IITA

TIO:'\l MA) NOT APPLY TO YOU . 

No CONSEQUEI"'HIAL DAMAGES: BRomRIiUND SIIALL Nor BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, 

INCIDENTAl., CO:\jSEQUfN riAL OR an IER DAMAGES, EVEN IF BR0DFRBUI\D IS 

\\)· ... 15ED 0 .. OR AWARE OF TilE POSSIBilITY OF SUCIIDAMACES. THI~ MEANS TIMT 

BRODERIJU:\jD SIIALL 1\;or HF RF51'O'SIHLE OR l.IABLE FOR LOST PROFITS OR REVE

NUES, OR FOR DAMAGES OR COSTS I'JCURRED AS A RESULT OF lOSS OJ· TIME, DATA 

OR USE OF THE SOfTWARE, OR FRO\1 ,\NY OTHI'R CAU5F EXCEIYf nlE ACfUAL COST 

OF TIlE PRODlX"T. I'.J I\() I·VI'-.'T SHALL BR0DERBUNO'S LlABIUn' EXCEED TIIF. 

I'LRCIIASI l'I{lCE OF THIS PRODUCT. 5o\-1E STATES 00 NOT AI,LOW rHE EXCLUSION 

OR U\1ITATION OF INCIOI;"AI OR cOr-.,SI'QUENTIAI, DAMAGES, so TilE ABOVE 

Il\ilTf\TION OR ~.xClUSION MAY 'OT APPLY TO VOl;. 

The user of this product shall be entitled to use the product for his or 
her own use, but shall not be entitled to sel1 or transfer reproductions 
of the software or manual to other parties in any way, nor to rent or 
lease the product to others wilhout the prior written permission of 
Bmderbund. 

You can usc the Arcade Game Construction Kit to create your own 
game disks, which other people can play (even if they don't have 
AGCK). 

For technical support, on this or any other BrederbllOd product call 
800/527-6263 or 415/492-3500. 

V-MAX! © Copyright 1987,88 Harald Seeley 

© Copyright 1988 Bmderbund Software, Inc. 
17 Paul Drive, San Rafael, California 94903-2101 
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